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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Members of the Authority

FROM:

Michele A. Brown
Chief Executive Officer

DATE:

December 9, 2014

RE:

Chief Executive Officer’s Report to the Board

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 2013 UPDATE
In December 2013, the EDA Board approved the first projects under the New Jersey Economic
Opportunity Act of 2013, P.L. 2013, c. 163. Signed into law in September 2013, the Act streamlined
the State’s economic development incentive programs into two: the Grow New Jersey Assistance
Program (Grow NJ), which is the State's main job creation and retention incentive, and the
Economic Redevelopment and Growth Program (ERG), New Jersey's key developer incentive.
Following the Chair’s recommendation, EDA evaluated activity over the last year under P.L. 2013, c.
163 to determine whether results support the stated public policy goals of the Act. In summary,
this includes:
 Enhancing business attraction, expansion and retention efforts by reducing minimum
employment and investment thresholds required in previous programs.
 Targeting growth in specific locations that have lagged in investment, including Urban
Transit Hubs, Distressed Municipalities, and Garden State Growth Zones, with an explicit
focus on Camden and other locations in southern New Jersey.
 Targeting growth in key industries, including transportation, manufacturing, defense,
energy, logistics, life sciences, technology, health, and finance.
 Advancing other policy objectives through the creation of bonuses, including transit
oriented development, significant capital investment, high average salaries, and the reuse of
existing structures.
 Implementing safeguards through the creation of performance-based funding mechanisms,
and by ensuring projects will yield a net positive benefit to the State.
Grow NJ
Through November, 72 projects have been approved under Grow NJ for a total of up to $1.46 billion
in tax credits. These projects involve the estimated creation of 9,342 new, permanent jobs and

3,553 construction jobs, the retention of 10,561 jobs certified as “at risk” of leaving the State, and
the private investment of an estimated $1.15 billion in New Jersey’s economy.
No tax credits have been issued to date. Following Board approval, EDA staff continues to monitor
projects, and applicants are required to submit independent CPA certification of actual capital
investment and job creation or retention at project completion prior to the issuance of tax credits.
Other performance-based requirements include maintaining the project employment for 1.5 times
the period in which the business receives the tax credit; and, maintaining a minimum of 80% of the
full-time statewide workforce from the last tax period prior to the approval (as evidenced through
annual reporting requirements).
Applications are evaluated to determine eligibility as defined within the Act. Eligibility includes a
location in a qualified incentive area; meeting or exceeding the employment and capital investment
requirements; demonstrating that the award of the tax credit is a "material factor" in the
company's location decision; demonstrating that the capital investment and the resultant creation
of eligible positions will yield a net positive benefit of at least 110% of the requested tax credit
amount (100% in Camden); certifying (via the CEO) that existing full-time jobs are at risk of leaving
the State or being eliminated, and that the job creation or retention would not occur but for the
Grow NJ award. Projects must also meet green building standards.
To date:


65% of approved projects received a bonus for being in one of the defined targeted
industries.
o Notably, 47% of approved tax credits support companies in the manufacturing
sector; this is consistent with the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce
Development’s (LWD) results tied to its training grants – since 2010, LWD has
approved 894 training grants valued at $21 million, with about half going to
manufacturing operations.



86% of approved tax credits support projects in a targeted community.
o 16% Distressed Municipality
o 34% Urban Transit Hub Municipality
o 36% GSGZ (of this, nearly 90% are located in the City of Camden)



41% of approved tax credits support projects in southern New Jersey (counties of Atlantic,
Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, Salem)



32% of approved tax credits support projects in the City of Camden



28% of approved tax credits support projects in Jersey City



Less than one percent of projects are purely retention; 38% are solely attraction projects;
the remainder represent combined expansion/retention projects.



43% of projects approved boast salaries in excess of the county or GSGZ average.

o These projects represent a combined total of 5,176 new jobs (or 55% of all jobs to
be created) and 6,345 retained jobs (or 60% of all jobs to be retained).


36% of projects received a bonus for Transit Oriented Development



32% of projects received a bonus for excess capital investment

ERG
Through November, 15 projects have been approved for a total of up to $374.3 million. These
projects involve the estimated creation of 4,519 new, permanent jobs and 7,276 construction jobs,
as well as private investment totaling $1.8 billion.
There have been no reimbursements or tax credits issued to date. Following Board approval, EDA
staff continues to monitor projects, and applicants must submit satisfactory evidence of actual
project costs (as certified by a CPA) and project completion prior to the disbursement of any funds.
Applications are evaluated by the EDA to determine eligibility as defined within the Act. Eligibility
includes: a qualified residential or commercial project with a location in a qualified incentive
area; demonstrating a project financing gap (as determined through a rigorous analysis of the
sources and uses of funds, construction costs and projected revenues); commercial projects are
subject to a comprehensive net benefit analysis to verify that the revenues the State receives will
be greater than the incentive being provided. Projects must also meet green building standards.
To date:


33% of approved projects are located in a GSGZ



38%* of approved dollars are for projects located in southern New Jersey (counties of
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, Salem)



92%* of approved dollars are for residential projects



86% of approved projects involve the reuse of existing structures

*The Sayreville Seaport Associates award of $223.27 million for its $1.1 billion commercial project
was excluded from these calculations due to the award being significantly greater than the other
approved projects
Legacy Programs
I also wanted to provide you with a brief update on projects approved under Grow NJ and ERG prior
to the enactment of P.L. 2013, c. 163.

As background, Grow NJ was originally enacted as P.L. 2011, c. 149, in January 2012 through the
Grow New Jersey Assistance Act, C.34:1B-242 et seq. ERG was originally enacted as P.L. 2009, c. 90,
in July 2009 through the New Jersey Economic Stimulus Act of 2009, C.52:27D-489 a through o.
Through the legacy Grow NJ Program, 19 projects were approved for $541.7 million in tax credits
between April 2012 and December 2013. These projects involve the estimated private investment
of $810.7 million, the creation of an estimated 2,723 new, permanent jobs and 3,458 construction
jobs and the retention of 6,685 “at risk” jobs.






To date, over 80% of the projects have closed and are advancing or completed. Of the three
remaining projects, two are expected to close by year end and the third was granted an
extension and will close in 2015.
Examples of projects that are under construction or completed include:
o Burlington Coat Factory, which held a groundbreaking for its new Florence-based
headquarters in April 2013;
o Destination Maternity, which hosted a groundbreaking for its new state-of-the-art
distribution facility in Florence in March 2014;
o Ascena Retail/Dress Barn, which held a ribbon-cutting for its new Mahwah-based
headquarters in May 2014;
o FlightSafety Inc., which celebrated the opening of its expanded Learning Center in
Moonachie in June 2014;
o Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, which marked the start of construction at
its newest campus in Middletown in September 2014; and,
o NRG Energy, which hosted a groundbreaking ceremony for its new headquarters in
West Windsor in November 2014.
No issuance of tax credits to date. Companies must submit independent CPA certification of
actual capital investment and job creation or retention prior to the issuance of tax credits.

Through the legacy ERG Program, 21* projects were approved for $856.5 million between February
2010 and November 2013 (note one ERG project was approved in November 2009). These projects
involve the estimated private investment of $1.2 billion and the creation of an estimated 5,756
new, permanent jobs and 4,688 construction jobs.




To date, over 60% of the projects have closed and are advancing or completed. Of the
remaining projects, eight have evidenced that they are advancing through submission of
progress reports and one project has been withdrawn.
A total of approximately $2.3 million has been reimbursed to date (Saker Shoprite – FY13:
$555,000; FY14: $520,642; DGMB/Margaritaville – FY15: $1.25 million). Projects must
submit satisfactory evidence of actual project costs (as certified by a CPA) and project
completion prior to the disbursement of any funds.

*The Revel and American Dream projects were excluded due to the awards and related figures being
significantly greater than the other approved projects.

AUTHORITY MATTERS

2015 NJEDA STRATEGIC PLAN
Introduction

The New Jersey Economic Development Authority (EDA) is an independent State
agency that serves as the State’s bank for businesses by administering tax credits and
financing small and mid‐sized businesses. As in years past, our primary goals are to
facilitate capital investment throughout New Jersey, grow and maintain jobs for all NJ
citizens, and to demonstrate transparency and accountability in the administration of
public funds.
While these goals remain consistent, you will see two recurrent themes throughout
the 2015 Strategic Plan: A focus on Garden State Growth Zones, and an emphasis on
partnerships and communications. While the Economic Opportunities Acts and traditional
EDA resources provide us with the tools to advance our mission of economic development
and Superstorm Sandy recovery throughout the State, our ultimate success depends on the
cooperation of our partners on both a state and local level, including the Business Action
Center, the Department of Higher Education, as well as local leaders, and the ability to
ensure stakeholder awareness.
The EDA is committed to ensuring we meet our customers’ needs while achieving
our objectives. We believe the 2015 Strategic Plan with its dual focus on Garden State
Growth Zones and partnerships gives us the roadmap to achieve our goals. Further, the
companion Fiscal Plan that is presented alongside the Strategic Plan ensures the staffing
and resources are available to achieve our objectives.
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Strategic Imperative 1:
Grow NJ’s economy through financial assistance and partnerships
with businesses and municipalities to encourage economic growth,
revitalization, and rebuilding.
Goal 1: Leverage opportunities presented by the New Jersey Economic
Opportunities Act for greater urban impact and industry focus
•
•
•

Identify catalytic projects in each of the Garden State Growth Zones
Ensure stakeholder awareness of programs through communications and
outreach plan
Conduct a review of bonus criteria for the Grow NJ program to identify
impact and recommend policy change
Measure: 50% of approved Grow NJ projects located in Garden State
Growth Zones and distressed municipalities
Measure: Identify and develop projects with the aim of evaluating one
catalytic project in each Garden State Growth Zone
Measure: Development and implementation of a communications,
marketing and outreach plan for Garden State Growth Zones

Goal 2: Align EDA’s financial resources, staff capacity, and delivery
mechanisms with the needs of small businesses and communities
•

•

•

Engage in a customer‐centric approach to financial assistance activities, from a
more user friendly website and revised online application to post‐closing
services
Focus resources on active premier lenders/local community banks and increase
impact to small businesses through Community Development Financial
Institutions
Increase outreach to Garden State Growth Zones and distressed municipalities
in order to advance a statewide presence
Measure: Provide $60 million in assistance through approved loans to
small businesses, including Stronger NJ programs
Measure: Increase overall loan portfolio exposure by 10%
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Goal 3: Advance community development in targeted areas through
partnerships with municipalities and state agencies
•

•
•

•

•

•

Define a process utilizing Business Development and Real Estate resources to
identify and complete Community Development projects with a clear exit
strategy
Identify opportunities for Real Estate Impact Fund for community
development real estate projects to leverage existing EDA resources
Ensure quarterly contact with Garden State Growth Zone business and
community leaders and stakeholders through one on one meetings, forums,
event participation
Advance core projects that will provide a service to other State agencies
In coordination with the Business Action Center, advance and facilitate
partnerships between state agencies, including Higher Education, local and
county government leaders, and businesses to drive economic development
in urban areas
Enable FMERA to advance identified projects at Fort Monmouth to assist
with FMERA’s goal of area revitalization
Measure: Evaluate 4 applications utilizing the Real Estate Impact
Fund
Measure: Assist Atlantic City with procurement of a marketing study
for identified potential development sites
Measure: Participate in two meetings or events in each Garden State
Growth Zone per quarter
Measure: Evaluation by FMERA dedicated EDA staff of four
redevelopment opportunities

Goal 4: Provide resources to meet the needs of emerging technology
companies by supporting strategic partners
•
•
•

Capitalize on urban‐centric technology employment trends by participating
in meetups and fostering co‐working space and/or accelerators in urban
areas
Collaborate with equity partners to increase awareness of New Jersey
businesses and investment opportunities
Increase awareness and ultimately utilization of the newest EDA technology
initiatives including Angel Tax Credit program, Founders & Funders, and
CCIT’s planned EIR program
Measure: Award RFP for co‐working space.
Measure: Develop “Entrepreneurs in Residence” program at CCIT
3

Measure: Increase awareness through social media by building out
followers on Linkedin and Twitter and developing a tech blog
Goal 5: In partnership with the Department of Community Affairs and the
Board of Public Utilities, establish the Energy Resilience Bank while
continuing efforts to disperse funds and ensure compliance for all Sandy
recovery programs
•
•
•
•

Establish products and infrastructure of the ERB
Maintain a strong working relationship with partners at BPU, DCA, DEP
Develop a communications strategy for the all Sandy recovery programs,
including ERB
Set up compliance function for all Sandy recovery programs
Measure: Evaluate 3 ERB water/wastewater projects
Measure: Launch 2 subsequent ERB products for other market segments
Measure: Complete evaluation of all Stronger NJ Business Loan and
Grant applications
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Strategic Imperative 2:
Advance a financially sustainable business platform while focusing
on mission driven investments
Goal 1: Align EDA investments and resources to support policy development
•

•

Conduct a pilot evaluation of investment in Garden State Growth Zones to
determine an economic development strategy and appropriate rate of return
and other metrics and to ensure utilization of funds is in line with policy
goals
Create and generate reports that indicate fund usage and alignment with
policy goals
Measure: Establish rate of return and other metrics with quarterly
reporting mechanism for each Garden State Growth Zone

Goal 2: Generate increased operating revenues while outpacing increases in
expenses
•
•
•
•

Ensure that fees and asset earnings meet program costs and expenses while
maintaining EDA’s mission
Continue efforts to minimize the increase to asset management costs.
Continue efforts to seek alternate sources of revenue
Create a culture of sustainability, where costs are a factor in everyday
decision making at all staff levels
Measure: Limit increases of controllable asset management costs to 3.5%
over 2014 actual
Measure: Grow top line revenue by 10%
Measure: Implement one all employee sustainability challenge
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Strategic Imperative 3:
Support the effectiveness of the EDA through improved resources,
infrastructure, and processes.
Goal 1: Strengthen existing staff capacity and leadership effectiveness
•
•

Deliver targeted leadership and professional development sessions and
maintain a long‐term focus on learning agility
Create an HR strategy to assess organizational competency and performance
improvement management.
Measure: Creation of a comprehensive training plan to include
leadership development, technical skills, and soft skills
Measure: Successfully migrate Sandy recovery dedicated staff to ongoing
Sandy recovery program areas or to core programs as appropriate in
order to retain knowledge and talent

Goal 2: Enhance EDA operations with an emphasis on cycle time and process
management
•
•
•
•

Continue implementation of the multi‐year Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) / Loan Management System project, improve network infrastructure,
access, and use of technology tools
Examine existing internal department processes with an emphasis on the
procurement function
Streamline the Affirmative Action/Prevailing Wage compliance processes
with increased use of technology
Evaluate process effectiveness, rollout, and delivery times for new EDA
products
Measure: Evaluate procurement benchmark cycle times
Measure: Create an action plan, including resource needs, for a complete
organizational disaster recovery strategy refresh
Measure: Establish timeline with appropriate milestones for new
product development
Measure: Final configuration of ERP and begin loan management data
migration by end of Q3
6

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY - REFUNDING BOND PROGRAM
APPLICANT: The Seeing Eye, Inc.

P40135

* - indicates relation to applicant
PROJECT USER(S): Same as applicant
Chester Township (N)
Morris
PROJECT LOCATION: 2 Rogers Road
GOVERNOR'S INITIATIVES: ( ) Urban ( ) Edison (X) Core ( ) Clean Energy

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
The Seeing Eye, Inc., a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization, is a pioneer and innovator in guide dog
services. It was founded in 1929 by Dorothy Harrison Eustis and Morris Frank with his first Seeing Eye dog,
Buddy. Since then, the school has provided 16,200 specially bred and trained dogs to guide thousands of
blind people throughout the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada. The Seeing Eye operates from three
facilities: the main campus in Morris Township, a training center in downtown Morristown and a breeding
facility in Chester. James A. Kutsch, Jr. is the President.
The Seeing Eye is a long time EDA applicant since 1999 when the Authority issued tax-exempt bonds to
finance the acquisition of land and the construction of its breeding facility in Chester Twp. In 2005, the
Authority issued an $18,340,000 tax-exempt bond to advance refund the 1999 Bonds (Appl. P16465). The
2005 Bonds were underwritten by Morgan Stanley & Co. as a fixed rate term bond for 20 years at 5%.
The Applicant also modernized and expanded the main campus with the issuance by the Authority of
$19,140,000 in tax-exempt bonds in 2012 (Appl. P37370).
The Applicant is a not-for-profit, 501(c)(3) entity for which the Authority may issue tax-exempt bonds as
permitted under Section 103 and Section 145 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and is not
subject to the State Volume Cap limitation, pursuant to Section 146(g) of the Code.
REFUNDING REQUEST:
Authority assistance will enable the Applicant to current refund the 2005 Bonds plus fund a debt service
reserve if necessary, pay accrued interest and costs of issuance. The proposed refunding will lower its
interest costs and extend the maturity. It has been estimated that at prevailing interest rates, the present
value savings of a current refunding bond to The Seeing Eye would be approximately $2.5 million. The 2015
Bonds are expected to be rated "A" by S&P.
The difference between the project costs and bond amount will be funded with Applicant's equity.

FINANCING SUMMARY:
BOND PURCHASER:

Morgan Stanley & Co., LLC (Underwriter)

AMOUNT OF BOND:

$18,340,000 (Tax-exempt bond)

TERMS OF BOND:

30 years (max); Fixed interest rates not to exceed 9.5%; Indicative rate of term
bonds as of 11/21/14 are: for 10 years at 2.77%; 20 years at 3.44% and 25
years at 3.62%.

ENHANCEMENT:

N/A

PROJECT COSTS:
Principal amount of bond(s) to be refund
Debt service reserve fund
Interest payment
Finance fees
Legal fees

$18,340,000
$1,918,561
$458,500
$224,590
$215,000

APPLICANT: The Seeing Eye, Inc.
Accounting fees
TOTAL COSTS

P40135

Page 2

$25,000
_______________________
$21,181,651

PUBLIC HEARING: 12/09/14 (Published 11/14/14) BOND COUNSEL: McCarter & English, LLP
T. Wells
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER: M. Piliere
APPROVAL OFFICER:

LOANS/GRANTS/GUARANTEES

PETROLEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE
TANK PROGRAM

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Authority

FROM:

Timothy J. Lizura, President/Chief Operating Officer

DATE:

December 9, 2014

SUBJECT:

NJDEP Petroleum UST Remediation, Upgrade & Closure Fund Program

The following commercial grant project has been approved by the Department of Environmental
Protection to perform upgrade, closure and site remediation activities. The scope of work is
described on the attached project summary:

UST Commercial Grant:
Joseph Zipeto

Total UST Funding

—

$168,198

S168,198

December 2014

—

I

I

Prepared by: Lisa Petrizzi

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK GRANT
-

APPLICANT: Joseph Zipeto

P39792

*
indicates relation to applicant
PROJECT USER(S): Valley Auto Service *
PROJECT LOCATION: 40 S. Valley Rd.
West Orange Township (N) Essex
GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES: () Urban ()Edison ()Core ()Clean Energy
-

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
In December 2008, Joseph Zipeto received an initial grant in the amount of $137,259 under P23937 to
perform groundwater remediation at the project site, which is an automobile service station. The tanks were
decommissioned in accordance with NJDEP requirements. The NJDEP has determined that the
supplemental project costs are technically eligible to perform additional soil and groundwater remediation.
Financial statements provided by the applicant demonstrate that the applicant’s financial condition conforms
to the financial hardship test for a conditional hardship grant.

APPROVAL REQUEST:
The applicant is requesting a supplemental grant in the amount of $168,198 to perform the approved scope
of work at the project site. Because the supplemental funding request exceeds the maximum aggregate
staff delegation approval of $100,000, it requires EDA’s board approval. Total grant funding to date for this
project is $305,457.
The NJDEP oversight fee of $16,820 is the customary 10% of the grant amount. This assumes that the
work will not require a high level of NJDEP involvement and that reports of an acceptable quality will be
submitted to the NJDEP.

FINANCING SUMMARY:
GRANTOR:

Petroleum UST Remediation, Upgrade & Closure Fund

AMOUNT OF GRANT: $168,198
TERMS OF GRANT:

No Interest; 5 year repayment provision on a pro-rata basis in accordance with
the PUST Act

PROJECT COSTS:
Rezuediation
NJDEP oversight cost
EDA administrative cost
TOTAL COSTS

APPROVAL OFFICER: K. Junghans

$168,198
$16,820
$500
$185,518

HAZARDOUS DISCHARGE SITE REMEDIATION
FUND PROGRAM

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY HAZARDOUS DISCHARGE SITE REMEDIAT’N PROG PROGRAM
-

APPLICANT: Michael Flamos

P39925

*
indicates relation to applicant
Mike’s Service, LLC
PROJECT USER(S):
Essex
South Orange Village (N)
PROJECT LOCATION: 403 lrvington Ave.
GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES: () Urban ()Edison (X) Core ()Clean Energy
-

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
Michael Flamos owns a commercial property located at 403 lrvington Ave. South Orange, NJ that was
formerly a gasoline dispensing facility. The gasoline dispensing facility was terminated more than 15 years
ago, and since then, only automotive repairs have been conducted on the property. Michael Flamos is a
100% owner of the Mike’s Service, LLC (d/b/a Mike’s Service Center, the auto repair shop). NJDEP has
reviewed the project and determined that the costs are technically eligible.
APPROVAL REQUEST:
Approve a $26,614 loan under the HDSRF program.

FINANCING SUMMARY:
LENDER:

Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Fund

AMOUNT OF LOAN:

$26,614

TERMS OF LOAN:

5% fixed interest rate; 5-year term and 5-year amortization.

PROJECT COSTS:
Remedial investigation

EDA administrative cost

$26,614
$1,500

TOTAL COSTS

$28,114

APPROVAL OFFICER: N. Nagovsky

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY HAZARDOUS DISCHARGE SITE REMEDIAT’N PROG PROGRAM
-

APPLICANT: Villarroel, Patricio and Omaira

P39911

*
indicates relation to applicant
Pat the Tailor Inc. *
Omaira Villarroel
Patricio Villarroel *
Point Pleasant Beach Boroucean
PROJECT LOCATION: 234 Hawthorne Avenue
GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES: () Urban ()Edison (X) Core ()Clean Energy

PROJECT USER(S):

*

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
Patricio Villarroel (51%) and his wife Omaira Villarroel (49%) own a commercial property located at 234
Hawthorne Avenue, Point Pleasant Beach, Ocean County, NJ. The property is currently leased by two
tenants, one operating as a dry cleaner, and the other operating as a construction/remodeling company.
Remediation activities include the completion of the preliminary assessment, the continuation of the site
investigation for the dry cleaner, petroleum UST5 and metals, and the preparation of a work proposal for any
additional remedial activities and/or actions.

APPROVAL REQUEST:
Approval of a $214,310 HDSRF loan. The NJDEP has reviewed the application and found the proposal to
be technically eligible for the requested funding amount of $214,310.

FINANCING SUMMARY:
LENDER:

Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Fund

AMOUNT OF LOAN:

214,310

TERMS OF LOAN:

5% fixed interest rate; 5-year term and amortization

PROJECT COSTS:
Remedial investigation
Finance fees
TOTAL COSTS

APPROVAL OFFICER: H. O’Connell

$214,310
$2,718
$217,028

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY HAZARDOUS SITE REMEDIATION MUNICIPAL GRANT
-

-

APPLICANT: Camden Redevelopment Agency (BDA-Frm ABC Barrel-Penn St) P40147
indicates relation to applicant
PROJECT USER(S):
Same as applicant
Camden
Camden City (T!UA)
PROJECT LOCATION: 121-1 23 Penn Street
GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES: (X) Urban () Edison ()Core ()Clean Energy
-

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
Camden Redevelopment Agency (CRA) is requesting a grant for the project site identified as Block 62, Lot
38 & 45. The project site was previously used as a commercial drum storage facility and has areas of
environmental concerns (AOCs). The CRA owns the project site, which is located in a Brownfield
Development Area (BDA), and has satisfied proof of site control. It is CRA’s intent, upon completion of the
environmental remediation activities, to redevelop the project site for recreation and conservation.
NJDEP has approved this request for Remedial Action (RA) grant funding on the above-referenced project
site and finds the project technically eligible under the HDSRF program, Category 2, Series A.
According to the HDSRF legislation, a grant can be awarded to a municipality, county or redevelopment
entity authorized to exercise redevelopment powers up to 75% of the costs of remedial action for projects
within a BDA. The grant has been calculated off 75% of the RA costs ($269,034). The remaining 25% of the
costs ($89,678) are being funded by outside sources including EPA cleanup grants.

APPROVAL REQUEST:
The CRA is requesting grant funding to perform (RA) in the amount of $269,034 at the Former ABC Barrel
project site.

FINANCING SUMMARY:
GRANTOR:

Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Fund

AMOUNT OF GRANT: $269,034 (75% Matching Grant)
TERMS OF GRANT:

No Interest; No Repayment

PROJECT COSTS:
Remedial Action
EDA administrative cost
TOTAL COSTS

APPROVAL OFFICER: K. Junghans

$358,712
$500
$359,212

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY HAZARDOUS SITE REMEDIATION MUNICIPAL GRANT
-

-

APPLICANT: Camden Redevelopment Agency (BDA Harrison Avenue Landfill) P40179
*
indicates relation to applicant
PROJECT USER(S): Same as applicant
Camden
Camden City (T/UA)
PROJECT LOCATION: Harrison Avenue Landfill
GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES: (X) Urban 0 Edison ()Core ()Clean Energy
-

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
Between August 2006 and April 2014, the Camden Redevelopment Agency (CRA) received grants totaling
$23,276,667 to perform Remedial Investigation (RI) and Remedial Action (RA) activities at the Harrison
Avenue Landfill project site. The project site is a former landfill on 83 acres, located in a Brownfield
Development Area (BDA), and has environmental areas of concern (AOCs). The City of Camden owns the
project site and has satisfied proof of site control. Part of the project site (28 acres) has been redeveloped as
a recreation center. This funding request is to continue the remediation activities at the balance of the
landfill site.
NJDEP has approved this request for supplemental RA grant funding on the above-referenced project site
and finds the project technically eligible under the HDSRF program, Category 2, Series A.
According to the HDSRF legislation, a grant can be awarded to a municipality, county or redevelopment
entity authorized to exercise redevelopment powers up to 75% of the costs of remedial action for projects
within a BDA. The grant has been calculated of 75% of the RA costs ($1,800,000). The CRA will utilize a
portion of an EPA grant to fund the remaining 25% of the eligible project costs ($600,000).

APPROVAL REQUEST:
The applicant is requesting supplemental grant funding in the amount of $1,800,000 for the approved project
costs at the Harrison Avenue Landfill project site, for a total funding to date of $25,076,667.
FINANCING SUMMARY:
GRANTOR:

Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Fund

AMOUNT OF GRANT: $1,800,000 (75% Matching Grant)
TERMS OF GRANT:

No Interest; No Repayment

PROJECT COSTS:
Remedial Action

EDA administrative cost
TOTAL COSTS

APPROVAL OFFICER: K. Junghans

$2,400,000

$500
$2,400,500

EDISON INNOVATION FUND

TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS TAX CERTIFICATE
TRANSFER PROGRAM

OFFICE OF RECOVERY

ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH (ERG)
GRANT PROGRAM

The following summary is provided for information only. Full eligibility and review criteria can be found in
the program’s rules.
ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH (ERG) PROGRAM
Created by law in 2012, and revised through P.L. 2013, c. 161, and the “Economic Opportunity Act of
2014, Part 3,” P.L. 2014, c. 63 the intent of this program is to provide State incentive grants to a
developer, or non-profit organization on behalf of a qualified developer, to capture new State incremental
taxes derived from a project’s development to address a financing gap, with $600 million authorized for
qualified residential projects.
Per N.J.S.A. 34:1B-207 et seq. / N.J.A.C. 19:31-4 and the program’s rules, the applicant must:
 Have a redevelopment project that is located in a qualifying area and not have begun any construction
at the project site prior to submitting an application, except: if the EDA determines the project would
not be completed otherwise; or if the project is undertaken in phases, a developer may apply for
phases which construction has not yet commenced.
 Demonstrate to the EDA that: 1) the project shall be constructed in accordance with certain minimum
environmental standards; 2) except with regards to a qualified residential project, the project will
yield a net positive benefit equaling no less than 110% of the grant assistance, not to exceed 20 years;
and 3) the project has a financing gap.
 Meet a 20% equity requirement.
Staff Review:
 A comprehensive net benefit analysis is conducted to ensure the project has a positive net benefit to
the State of no less than 110%. The economic impact model used by the EDA includes multipliers
from the RIMS II data base, published by the US Department of Commerce, along with internal
econometric analysis and modeling to assess economic outputs, impacts and likely jobs creation.
Amount of award based upon:
 Up to 75% of annual incremental State tax revenues or 85% in a Garden State Growth Zone (GSGZ)
generated by the project over a term of up to 20 years, provided the combined amount of
reimbursements do exceed 20% of total project cost, or 30% in a GSGZ.
 The maximum amount of any grant, including any increase in the amount of reimbursement, shall be
up to 30% of total project cost, except for projects in a GSGZ, which may be up to 40%.
 Bonus amounts of up to 10% of total project cost are available if the project is: In distressed
municipality which lacks adequate access to nutritious food and will include a supermarket, grocery
store or prepared food establishment; In distressed municipality which lacks adequate access to health
care/services and will include a health care and services center; Transit project; Qualified residential
project with at least 10% of residential units reserved for moderate income housing; In highlands
development credit receiving area or redevelopment area; Disaster recovery project; Aviation project;
Tourism destination project; or Substantial rehabilitation or renovation of an existing structure(s).
Qualified Residential Projects:
The law authorizes $600 million in incentives for qualified residential projects, excluding transitional or
homeless units, that the EDA administers as tax credits as follows: 1) $250 million for projects within 8
southernmost counties, of which: $175 million for projects in Camden/Atlantic City; $75 million for
projects in municipalities with a 2007 MRI Index of 400 or higher; and $250 million for projects in:
Urban Transit Hubs that are commuter rail in nature, GSGZ, Disaster recovery projects, and SDA
municipalities located in Hudson County that were awarded State Aid in FY 2013 through the
Transitional Aid to Localities Program; 2) $75 million for projects in distressed municipalities, deep
poverty pockets, highlands development credit receiving areas or redevelopment areas; and 3) $25 million
for projects located within a qualifying ERG incentive area.
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OTHER AGENCIES
NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Administrative Rules; Fees
Authority Assistance Programs; Economic Redevelopment and Growth Program; Urban
Transit Hub Tax Credit Program; Business Employment Incentive Program; Business
Retention and Relocation Assistance Grant Program; Tax Credit Certificate Transfer
Program; and Grow New Jersey Assistance Program
Adopted Amendments: N.J.A.C. 19:30-6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4; and 19:31-4, 9.6, 10.12, 14.2,
14.14, 15.7, and 18
Adopted New Rules: N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.5, 4.9, 4.13, 18.17, and 18.18
Adopted Amendment: N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.13
Proposed: July 7, 2014 at 46 N.J.R. 7(1).
Adopted December __, 2014 by the New Jersey Economic Development Authority, Michele
Brown, Chief Executive Officer.
Filed: December, __ 2014 at R.2014 d.___, without change.
Authority: P.L. 2013, c. 161.
Effective Date: January __, 2015.
Expiration Date: November 9, 2017.
Summary of Public Comments and Agency Responses:
The EDA received comments from the following individuals which are summarized,
along with the Authority’s responses, below:
Anthony H. Chwastyk, General Counsel, Radwelll International, Inc.
Terrence J. Huettl, Vice President, Development, Whitesell Construction Company, Inc.
Charles B. Liebling, Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP
Dan Breen, Executive Vice President, Jones Lang LaSalle Brokerage, Inc.

Michael G. McGuinness, Chief Executive Officer, NAIOP New Jersey
COMMENT: The definition for “project financing gap” at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.2 should be
revised to eliminate ambiguity regarding certification of additional capital that cannot be raised
from other sources.
RESPONSE: The provisions within the definition for “project financing gap,” pertaining
to certification of additional capital that cannot be raised from other sources, are distinct and do
not require revision to address ambiguity.
COMMENT: The provisions at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.4(a)1, which require a business to
execute an incentive agreement within 18 months of approval if the business is terminating an
existing incentive agreement in order to participate in the Grow New Jersey Assistance Program,
place an unnecessary and unavoidable burden on a business’s flexibility in lease negotiations and
should be deleted.
RESPONSE: Currently, all approved businesses are required to execute an approval letter
and an incentive agreement within a prescribed time period and to submit certain progress
information, i.e., the proposed amendments require site plan approval, committed financing for
and site control of the qualified business facility, within 12 months following the date of
application approval. Therefore, the requirement that a business execute an incentive agreement
within 18 months of approval, if the business is terminating an existing incentive agreement in
order to participate in the Grow New Jersey Assistance Program, is not overly burdensome.
COMMENT: The definition for “capital investment” at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 should be
revised to include site preparation and construction, repair, renovation, improvement, equipping,
or furnishing on real property or of a building, structure, facility, or improvement to real property
made within 24 months prior to project application.
RESPONSE: The definition for “capital investment” includes a provision that allows
such activities made within 24 months prior to project application to be eligible capital
investment under certain conditions; therefore, the comment is not applicable.
COMMENT: The definition for “eligible position” at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 should be
revised to delete the requirement that an employee in an eligible position spend 80 percent of his
or her time at the qualified business facility, or any other period of time generally accepted by
custom or practice as full-time employment at the qualified business facility.
RESPONSE: The requirement that an employee in an eligible position spend 80 percent
of his or her time at the qualified business facility, or any other period of time generally accepted
by custom or practice as full-time employment at the qualified business facility, is standard
policy for all EDA-administered programs and was developed in coordination with the Division
of Taxation to ensure that the State of New Jersey receives the benefits of tax revenues attributed
to New Jersey-based employment.

COMMENTS: The definition for “industrial premises” at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 should be
revised to include: 1) warehousing, logistics, research and development, distribution,
transportation, and e-commerce; 2) repairing and refurbishing operations; 3) operations of a
regional distribution, warehousing, growth, harvesting, manufacturing, packaging and/or
processing facility of foodstuffs provided the capital investment in the facility is at least double
the minimum amount required for an industrial premises and the facility is located in an
industrial zone as determined by local ordinance, or by State statute or regulation, or an area in
need of redevelopment. In addition, the definition for “industrial premises” should be revised to
improve the availability and affordability of foodstuffs in the State, especially in distressed areas,
and incorporate provisions for the regional distribution, warehousing, growth, harvesting,
manufacturing, packaging and/or processing of foodstuffs where project capital investment is at
least two times the minimum capital investment for eligibility or project jobs created and/or
retained are at least 10 times the minimum number of jobs required for eligibility; and the
premises is situated within a facility located in an industrial zoning district of a distressed
municipality or is located upon a parcel identified in a redevelopment plan for industrial,
warehouse and/or distribution use.
RESPONSE: No changes are necessary because the recently-enacted Economic
Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3, P.L. 2014, c. 63, addresses the concerns raised by these
comments.
COMMENT: In order to accommodate a project located at a qualified business facility
which consists of machinery and equipment within a qualified incentive area, but which does not
consist of any buildings, the definition for “square feet of gross leasable area” or “gross leasable
area” at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 should be revised to clarify that such area(s) shall be measured as
the sum of the surface area, measured in square feet which is used or improved in connection
with the operation of a business.
RESPONSE: In the proposed amendments and in P.L. 2013, c. 161, the minimum
eligibility requirements for capital investment are applied uniformly to each qualified business
facility, which is defined as including the building in which the equipment and machinery are
housed. The per square foot requirement, therefore, is calculated on the entire space leased or
owned to accommodate the project and not just the area where the equipment or machinery are
located.
COMMENT: The provisions at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 should be revised to include a new
definition for “project minimum capital investment” which shall mean an amount equal to the
product of the square feet of a project premises which are new construction and the appropriate
minimum capital investment threshold applicable to such new construction, plus the product of
the square feet at the project in which rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out, or retrofit of an
existing premises is completed and the appropriate minimum capital investment threshold
applicable to such rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out or retrofit.
RESPONSE: The EDA does not concur that a new definition is required to address
qualified business facilities where there are both new construction and rehabilitation,
improvement, fit-out or retrofit of an existing premises. For purposes of the provisions of

N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1, rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out or retrofit improvement includes
new additions to an existing qualified business facility.
COMMENT: The provisions at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2vi, which require the
identification of a single site of the proposed qualified business facility, should be revised to
include proposed sites of up to three qualified business facilities to be consistent with typical site
selection practices in the real estate industry.
RESPONSE: The proposed revision to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2vi is not practical, from
an administrative stand point, due to the extensive location-based calculations required for
determining eligibility of a qualified business facility under the Grow New Jersey Assistance
Program.
COMMENT: The provisions at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(c)5 and 19:31-18.8(c)10 pertaining
to bonus awards for capital investment in industrial premises in excess of the minimum capital
investment required for eligibility, for a qualified businesses facility and for a mega project or a
project located in a Garden State Growth Zone respectively, should be revised due to changes in
economic conditions and supply dynamics within industrial property markets, as well as
discordant results seen in renovation projects seeking industrial bonus awards, i.e., where an
incremental capital investment of only $4 per square feet of gross leasable area yields an
incremental per-job industrial bonus of $10,000 over a ten-year period. Specifically, N.J.A.C.
19:31-18.8(c)5 and 19:31-18.8(c)10 should be revised to reduce 1) the bonus amount for an
eligible qualified business facility from $1,000 to $500 per year for each additional amount of
investment; and 2) the increase in capital investment in excess of the minimum capital
investment required for eligibility from 20 percent to $12 per square foot.
RESPONSE: The proposed revisions at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(c)5 and 19:31-18.8(c)10
will be considered if, and when, the Authority decides evolving economic or market conditions
warrants adding or replacing bonus awards, including those for capital investment in industrial
premises.
Federal Standards Statement
The adopted amendments, new rules and amendment are not subject to any Federal
standards or requirements; therefore, a Federal standards analysis is not required.
Full text of the adopted amendments, new rules and amendment follows:
TEXT
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12/9/14
OTHER AGENCIES
NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Authority Assistance Programs
Economic Redevelopment and Growth Program; Urban Transit Hub Tax Credit Program;
and Grow New Jersey Assistance Program
Proposed Amendments: 19:31-4.2, 4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11, 9.10, 18.2, 18.3, 18.4, 18.5, 18.7, 18.8,
18.9, 18.10, 18.11, 18.13 and 18.16
Authorized By: New Jersey Economic Development Authority, Michele Brown, Chief Executive
Officer.
Authority: P.L. 2013, c. 161 and P.L. 2014, c. 63.
Calendar Reference: See Summary below for explanation of exception to calendar requirement.
Proposal Number: PRN 2015- .
Submit written comments by April 3, 2015, to:
Jacob Genovay, Senior Legislative and Regulatory Officer
New Jersey Economic Development Authority
PO Box 990
Trenton, NJ 08625-0990
jgenovay@njeda.com
The agency proposal follows:
Summary
On September 18, 2013, the New Jersey Economic Opportunity Act of 2013, P.L. 2013,
c. 161 was enacted, which merged the State’s five economic development incentive programs,
while expanding the geographic boundaries and lowering eligibility thresholds for the Grow New
Jersey Assistance (Grow NJ) Program and Economic Redevelopment and Growth (ERG)
Program to further the ability of the State to attract and retain businesses; and, phased out the
Business Employment Incentive Program (BEIP) and Business Retention and Relocation
Assistance Grant (BRRAG) Program by December 31, 2013, and the Urban Transit Hub Tax
Credit (UTHTC) Program by January 16, 2014.
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In response, the New Jersey Economic Development Authority (“EDA” or “Authority”)
proposed amendments to the rules implementing the ERG and Grow NJ programs on January 6,
2014, which based on public comments and EDA review, were reproposed as PRN 2014-114 on
July 7, 2014, and thereafter, adopted as R.2015 d.____ at R.2015 d.___ at N.J.R. ___.
Meanwhile, recommendations from various interested parties resulted in additional
statutory revisions to the EDA-administered economic development programs mentioned above
as contained in the Economic Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3.
Enacted as P.L. 2014, c. 63 on October 24, 2014, the Economic Opportunity Act of 2014,
Part 3 designates a municipality which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to
section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority as the fifth Garden State Growth Zone (GSGZ) eligible for maximum
incentives under the ERG and Grow NJ programs, to help attract new economic development
and job growth in Atlantic City. The Economic Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3 also revises
certain other key benefits for the continued success of EDA-administered incentives, including
the ERG and Grow NJ programs.
Consequently, based on public comments to the reproposed amendments and statutory
revisions enacted pursuant to P.L. 2014, c. 63, the EDA is proposing amendments to the rules
implementing the ERG Program, Grow NJ Program and UTHTC Program, as follows:
Subchapter 4. Economic Redevelopment and Growth Program
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.2 Definitions
The proposed amendments redefine certain terms used in this subchapter, as follows:
“equity” is revised to clarify that 1) property value shall be valued at the lesser of existing price
calculations, i.e., either the purchase price, if purchased pursuant to an arm’s length transaction
within 12 months of application, or the value as determined by a current appraisal acceptable to
the Authority; and 2) for qualified residential projects utilizing certain State low income housing
tax credits, “equity” means the portion of the developer’s fee that is delayed for a minimum of
five years; “Garden State Growth Zone” or “growth zone” is revised to include a municipality
which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18
(N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority; “project
financing gap” is revised to 1) delete the term “cash on cash yield” pertaining to the factors
which will be considered in calculating the project financing gap, as the calculation is no longer
used by EDA; and 2) provide that qualified residential projects utilizing certain state low income
housing tax credits will be analyzed using a developer fee recovery model as prescribed therein,
provided that in no event shall the sum of the tax credits awarded and the State low income
housing tax credits awarded by the New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency exceed
nine percent of the project cost; and “qualified residential project” is revised to change the
deadline for which a developer must submit a temporary certificate of occupancy from July 28,
2015 to July 28, 2018; and to clarify that a qualified residential project shall not include
transitional or homeless units.
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Finally, the proposed amendments delete the definition for “cash on cash yield” because
the EDA no longer uses this calculation.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.6 Financing Gap and Fiscal Impact Analysis
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.6(a)2 provide that 1) for a redevelopment
project involving rehabilitation or improvement of existing building(s) the cost of building
acquisition shall be included in eligible costs if a developer spends more than 100 percent, rather
than the current 50 percent, of the total cost of acquisition of the building(s) on such
rehabilitation or improvement; and 2) for a redevelopment project that has commenced
construction pursuant to the EDA’s evaluation at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.3(a)2i, future expenditures
will have to be at least 100 percent, rather than the current 50 percent, of the project cost
previously expended as of the application date. The proposed amendments make a technical
correction to the provisions of N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.6(a)3. The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C.
19:31-4.6(a)5 delete “net profit margin” and “cash on cash yield in comparison to market ranges
for such items” from the components included in the project financing gap. Finally, the proposed
amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.6(b) clarify that, with regard to the fiscal impact analysis, the
resulting net positive economic benefits will equal no less than 110 percent of the amount of
grant assistance to the State; and delete the existing requirement that such resulting net economic
benefits be for a period equal to 75 percent of the useful life of the project.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.8 State Incentive Grant Agreement
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.8(a) provide that within one year
following the date of approval, the developer shall submit certain progress information as
prescribed in the subsection and that unless otherwise determined by the Authority, the approval
of tax credits shall expire if the progress information is not received by the Authority within one
year of the date of application approval. The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.8(b)17
includes, within the terms and conditions of the State redevelopment incentive agreement, a
requirement for a project consisting of newly-constructed residential units that the project be
monitored for purposes of N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.3 in order to maintain the affordable units for the
term of the grant by an administrative agent as defined in New Jersey Housing and Mortgage
Finance Agency rules at N.J.A.C. 5:80-26.2.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.9 Tax Credits for Qualified Residential Projects
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.9(c) clarify that the award of credits will
be subject to certain conditions, including the same financial and related analysis, the same term
of the grant, and the same mechanism for administering the credits.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.9(e) revise the deadline for each
developer of a qualified residential facility that has been approved for tax credits to submit
evidence of a temporary certificate of occupancy from July 28, 2015 to July 28, 2018; and clarify
that the deadline pertains to tax credits approved after the effective date of P.L. 2013, c. 161.
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The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.9(c)1 provides that the approval letter,
upon which all projects are subject, will require that the project be monitored for purposes of
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.3 in order to maintain the affordable units for the term of the grant by an
administrative agent as defined in New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency rules at
N.J.A.C. 5:80-26.2.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.9(e) revise the deadline for each
developer of a qualified residential facility that has been approved for tax credits to submit
evidence of a temporary certificate of occupancy from July 28, 2015 to July 28, 2018; and clarify
that the deadline pertains to tax credits approved after the effective date of P.L. 2013, c. 161.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.11 Pledge, Assignment, Transfer, or Sale of Grant Amount
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.11(b): 1) include a citation to N.J.A.C.
19:31-4.9 to clarify that developers of qualified residential projects may apply to the Director of
the Division of Taxation and EDA for a tax credit transfer certificate; 2) revise the amount for
which tax credits may be sold or assigned from not less than $100,000 to not less than $25,000
and delete the existing provision pertaining to the transfer of any remainder that is less than
$100,000; and 3) revise the provision regarding the sale or assignment of any amount of a tax
credit certificate exchanged for consideration received by the developer of not less than 75
percent of the transferred credit amount from, as determined at present value, to before
considering any further discounting to present value which may be permitted.
Subchapter 9. Urban Transit Hub Tax Credit Program
N.J.A.C. 19:31-9.10 Application for Tax Credit Transfer Certificate
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-9.10(a) clarify that tax credits may be
transferred, by sale or assignment, in full or in part, in an amount not less than $25,000 of tax
credits; and delete a provision which required that the total amount transferred for any single tax
period shall be at least $1 million in tax credits.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-9.10(b) make a technical correction and
clarify the provisions regarding the sale or assignment of any amount of a tax credit certificate
exchanged for consideration received by the developer and the related executed form of standard
selling agreement required to be submitted shall be not less than 75 percent of the transferred
credit amount before considering any further discounting to present value which may be
permitted.
Subchapter 18. Grow New Jersey Assistance Program
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.2 Definitions
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The proposed amendments redefine certain terms used in this subchapter, as follows:
“capital investment” is revised to exclude the cost of site acquisition for non –Garden State
Growth Zone projects, which previously was permitted if purchased within 24 months prior to
project application or thereafter; “full-time employee” is revised to 1) clarify that employees
without health benefits will be counted for purposes of the Statewide workforce of an eligible
business, 2) delete a provision that the Authority shall accept a standard of service generally
accepted by custom or practice as full-time employment in a supermarket, grocery store, or other
similar retail industry for certain projects which is replaced with “30 hours of employment per
week at a qualified business facility as constituting one “full-time employee,” regardless of
whether or not the hours of work were performed by one or more persons, and the requirement
that employee health benefits are to be provided shall be deemed to be satisfied if the employees
of the business are covered by a collective bargaining agreement, and 3) exclude any person who
at the time of project application works in New Jersey for consideration for at least 35 hours per
week, or who renders any other standard of service generally accepted by custom or practice as
full-time employment, but who prior to project application was not provided, by the business,
with approved health benefits; “Garden State Growth Zone” or “growth zone” is revised to
include a municipality which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of
P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development
Authority; “Highlands development credit receiving area or redevelopment area” is revised to
correct the reference to the Highlands Water Protection and Planning Council; “industrial
premises” is revised to refer to “industrial space” which is referenced in the existing definition
for “priority area,” and to clarify that the definition, as proposed, applies to premises or space
that will be or has been used for the existing purposes specified therein; “mega project” is
revised to include a project located in an area designated in need of redevelopment, pursuant to
P.L. 1992, c. 79 (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-1 et al.) prior to the enactment of P.L. 2014, c. 63 within
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, or Salem counties
having capital investment in excess of $20,000,000, and at which more than 150 full-time
employees of a business are created or retained; “port district” is revised to correct a reference to
the Port of New York District of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey; “priority area”
is revised to correct a reference to the Federal Commission on Base Realignment and Closure;
“qualified incentive area” is revised to correct a reference to the Federal Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure and a citation to the Highlands Water Protection and Planning Act;
“qualified incubator facility” is revised to reduce the square foot of office space requirement
from 100,000 to 50,000 feet, within which at least 50 percent of the gross leasable area, rather
than 75 percent, is restricted for use by technology startup companies; and “soft costs” is revised
to delete the terms “furniture, or office equipment with a useful life of less than five years”;
“tourism destination project” is revised to mean a qualified non-gaming business facility,
including a non-gaming business within an established Tourism District with a significant impact
on the economic viability of that District.
In addition, the proposed amendments establish new definitions for “industrial use” to
assist in clarifying the meaning of “industrial premises” and particularly “industrial space,” as
referenced in the definition for “priority area;” and “position” as required pursuant to statutory
revisions reducing eligibility thresholds for certain qualified incubator facilities.
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Finally, the proposed amendments delete the definition for “non-industrial premises”
which, due to revisions in eligibility criteria, is no longer necessary.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3 Eligibility Criteria
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1 provides that the capital investment
requirements in (a)1i-iv pertain to projects approved after the effective date of P.L. 2013, c. 161.
The proposed amendments revise N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1i, pertaining to the required
minimum capital investment for the rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out, or retrofit of an existing
industrial premises, to delete the term “industrial” and to include warehousing, logistics,
research, and development or similar uses, in at least 51 percent of the gross leasable area of the
premises or business.
The proposed amendments revise N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1ii, pertaining to the required
minimum capital investment for new construction of an industrial premises, to delete the term
“industrial” and to include warehousing, logistics, research, and development or similar uses, in
at least 51 percent of the gross leasable area of the premises or business.
The proposed amendments revise N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1iii, pertaining to the required
minimum capital investment for the rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out, or retrofit of an existing
premises, to delete the terms “non-industrial” and “for non-industrial use by the business”
pertaining to premises which is replaced with “that does not qualify pursuant to (a)1i and ii.”
The proposed amendments revise N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)1iv, pertaining to the required
minimum capital investment for new construction a non-industrial premises, to delete the terms
“non-industrial” and “for non-industrial use by the business” which is replaced with “that does
not qualify pursuant to (a)1i and ii.”
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)3ii clarify that the net positive
economic benefit shall be based on the number of years listed in N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)2ii(1)
through (3) and shall be discounted to reflect location uncertainty after the business’s lease or
commitment period expires; and proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)2ii(3) clarifies that all
projects, except for those listed in N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)2ii(1) and (2) shall be based on the
benefits generated during a period of up to 20 years following the completion of the project.
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-19.3(a)iii removes a reference to N.J.A.C.
19:31-18.3(b) which is proposed for deletion.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)3iii: 1) clarify that the requirement
to provide certain evidence pertaining to the acquisition of a project site prior to project
application pertains only to Garden State Growth Zones; 2) revise the provision to pertain to a
site acquired or leased, delete the existing 24 month timeframe prior to project application listed
for site acquisition or lease, and clarify that additional extrinsic evidence shall be provided to
demonstrate the material factor requirement; and 3) provide that for a project located in a Garden
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State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L.
2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development
Authority, the award of tax credits will be a material factor in the business decision to make to
make a capital investment and located in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism
District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated
by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority.
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(b) deletes the existing provision that,
pursuant to statute, authorized the EDA to determine as eligible for tax credits certain businesses
required to response to a request for proposals and to fulfill a contract with the Federal
government by the application deadline of December 31, 2013.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.4 Restrictions
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.4(b) clarify the 7.5 percent cap on retail
facilities for a mixed-use project in a Garden State Growth Zone or the Atlantic City Tourism
District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated
by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority to provide that retail facilities in an amount
of up to 7.5 percent of the mixed-use project, and a pro-rata number of retail employees, may be
included in the application.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5 Application Submission Requirements
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2iv3: 1) extend the existing
requirements for a certification by business’s chief executive officer, or equivalent officer for
North American operations, to the information submitted to the EDA to a project located in a
Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5
of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development
Authority; 2) provide that the CEO certificate, with respect to such projects, shall indicate that
the provision of tax credits under the program is a material factor in the business’s decision to
make a capital investment and locate in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism
District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated
by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority; and 3) clarify that additional extrinsic
evidence shall be provided to demonstrate the material factor requirement.
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2vi, for purposes of determining the
geographical location of the proposed qualified business facility, deletes the provision that the
business shall be considered in the geographical location “if at least 51 percent of the square
footage of the building or buildings is in the geographical location,” which is replaced by “with
the most beneficial total tax credit amount.”
The proposed amendments delete N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(c)1 through 6 which are relocated
and replaced at proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(f).
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Proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(d) allows a non-profit organization or other
organization operating a qualified incubator facility to make an application on behalf of a
business which meets the requirements of the program or a group of non-qualifying businesses or
positions located at a qualified business facility, for the purposes of being considered a unified
project.
Proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(d) provides that for any project located in a Garden
State Growth Zone that qualifies under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery
Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et al.), or any project located in a Garden State
Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L.
2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development
Authority that includes a retail facility of at least 150,000 square feet, of which at least 50
percent will be occupied by a full-service supermarket may assign their ability to apply under the
program to the developer, and the application will aggregate the jobs of the businesses and the
capital investment of the businesses and the developer.
Finally, proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(f) establishes additional information which
shall be provided by the applicant authorized pursuant to subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e) in
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7 Review of Application and Certification of Project Completion
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(c) revise and update a citation to P.L.
2013, c. 161; and provide that, with regard to a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone
that qualified for the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43
(N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.), the net positive economic benefits test may also utilize the value
of those property taxes that would have been assessed on the new construction, improvements, or
substantial rehabilitation of structures on real property if the structures were not exempt because
they are on real property owned by a public utility.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(e): 1) revise the timeframe for which a
business shall submit certain progress information to the Authority from within 12 months to six
months following the date of application approval provided however, that a business shall have
12 months to submit such progress information for a mega project or for a qualified business
facility that consist of new construction; and 2) require that the Authority’s approval of the tax
credits shall expire if progress is not received within the required period of time, rather than
within the current 12 months of the date of application approval.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8 Determination of Grant Amount; Bonus Award
Proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(c)17 adds a bonus of $1,000 per year for a qualified
business facility in a vacant commercial building or campus having over 1,000,000 square feet
of office or laboratory space available for occupancy for a period of over one year that the
Authority designates, as listed on the Authority’s website at www.njeda.com.
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The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(e)2: 1) provide that the allowed tax
credit for retained full-time jobs, other than those that are part of a qualified business facility in a
GSGZ, shall be the lesser of the per employee credit or an alternative per employee credit that
factors in the amount of capital investment, thereby providing a means to limit incentives to
projects with jobs in the State upon application; 2) provide that the per retained full-time job tax
credit calculation will be established by dividing the number of certain full-time employees into
the amount of capital investment, provided that in no event shall the gross amount of tax credits
per retained full-time job exceed the gross amount calculated at the approval of the application;
and; 3) clarify that any reduction in the number of retained full-time jobs shall proportionately
reduce the amount of tax credits for that year.
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(f)1 provides, for a qualified business
facility in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant
to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 19 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority, that the amount tax credits available to be applied by the business
annually shall not exceed $35,000,000 and provide a net positive economic benefit to the State.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(g): 1) provide an exception for certain
projects from the required calculation of tax credits available to be applied by the business
annually pertaining to projects eligible for tax credits in excess of $4,000,000 annually; and 2)
for a tourism destination project located in Atlantic City, the EDA shall Authority complete a
project finance gap analysis based on the internal rate of return, as that term is defined at
N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.2 for the ERG program, based on the characteristics of the project to determine
the amount necessary to complete the project. For projects that do not project a sufficient,
reasonable market rate of return for the applicant without the award, the Authority may award
tax credits in an amount which is the lesser of; 1) the calculated amount of tax credits per
employee per the amounts authorized by the statute; 2) the amount necessary to generate
sufficient returns for the applicant; or 3) the amount of new eligible capital investment,
excluding any costs associated with acquisition.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.8(h)1-4 clarify that only full-time jobs
that are new to the municipality may be used to determine eligibility for the alternative tax credit
calculation pursuant to the subsection.
Proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(h)6: 1) provides that, for projects approved under
subsection (h), the per full time employee tax credit calculation will be established by dividing
the number of full-time employees in the certification accepted by the Authority pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(g) into the lesser of the amount of capital investment in the certification
accepted by the Authority pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(g) or the award of tax credits
approved by the Board pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(d); 2) provides that based on the
proposed per full-time employee calculation and provided the business continues to meet the
minimum number of employees required in subparagraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) of paragraph (6)
of subsection d. of section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 149 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246), any reduction in the
number of employees shall proportionately reduce the amount of tax credits for that year, i.e. the
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number of full-time employees will be multiplied by the per full-time employee calculation done
at certification.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.9 Tax Credit Amount; Application and Allocation of the Tax Credit
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.9(c): 1) clarify that the credit amount
may be taken by the tax certificate holder for the period for which it was issued, rather than for a
tax period of the business that exceeds the final liabilities, or may be carried forward for use by
the tax certificate holder in any of the next 20 successive tax periods; 2) authorize the transfer of
the tax credit amount on or after the date of issuance or at any time within three years for use by
the transferee in the tax period during which it was transferred or in any of the next three
successive tax periods; and 3) states that not more than the amount of tax credits equal to the
total credit amount divided by the duration of the eligibility period in years may be taken in any
tax period.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.9(d): 1) delete provisions pertaining to
the determination of credits for a business that is a partnership; 2) provide that credits granted to
a partnership shall be passed through to the partners, members, or owners, respectively, pro-rata
or pursuant to an executed agreement among the partners, members, or owners documenting an
alternate distribution method; and 3) delete a provision that the executed agreement documenting
the alternate distribution method for partners, member or owners, shall be provided to the
Director of the Division of Taxation in the Department of Treasury “by such time” as the
Director may require and clarify that the executed agreement shall be accompanied by any
additional information the Director may require.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.10 Project Agreement
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.10(b)3; 1) revise the term “applicant”
which is replaced with “business” pertaining to the amount of tax credits previously received
during the eligibility period; and 2) provide that should tax credits awarded be subject to
recapture, the Authority will pursue recapture from the business and not from a tax credit transfer
certificate purchaser; and that tax credit transfer purchasers shall be subject to all other
limitations and conditions that apply to the use of the tax credits by the business, including but
not limited to, reduction and forfeiture provisions and the requirement of a letter of compliance
for the relevant tax period.
N.J.A.C. 19:18-11 Reporting Requirements and Annual Reports
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.11(e) clarify that, for a project located
within a Garden State Growth Zone, the request by a business to obtain the additional tax credit
award representing an increased base credit amount for that tax period and each subsequent tax
period for each additional full-time employee added above the number of full-time employees
specified in the incentive agreement, shall be submitted in its’ annual report along with
supporting evidence documenting the additional full-time employees for EDA staff acceptance
and notification to the Director of the Division of Taxation.
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Proposed new N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.11(f): 1) provides that for a project located within a
Garden State Growth Zone which qualifies under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic
Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et al.), or which contains a Tourism
District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated
by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, and which qualifies for a tax credit
pursuant to subparagraph (ii) of subparagraphs (a) through (e) of paragraph (6) of subsection d.
of section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 149 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246), the EDA shall recalculate the tax credit
amount, and apply any applicable greater annual cap, for a business that increases the number of
employees at a qualified business facility until the first tax period for which a demonstrated
reduction of the number of full-time employees occurs; and 2) requires that for a business to
obtain the additional tax credit award, a request shall be submitted in its’ annual report along
with supporting evidence documenting the additional full-time employees for EDA staff
acceptance and notification to the Director of the Division of Taxation.
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.13 Application for Tax Credit Certificate
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.13(a): 1) clarify that tax credits may be
transferred, by sale or assignment, in full or in part, in any amount not less than $25,000; and 2)
delete the prior requirement that the total amount transferred for any single tax period shall be at
least $100,000, provided that one transfer consisting of any remainder that is less than $100,000
may be made in each tax period for less than that amount.
The proposed amendments at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.13(b) revise the subsection to: 1)
provide that the amount of the initial sale or assignment of a tax credit shall not be exchanged for
consideration received by the developer of less than 75 percent of the transferred credit amount
“before considering any further discounting to present value;” and 2) clarify that the executed
form of standard selling agreement submitted by the business shall also state that the
consideration received by the business is not less than 75 percent of the transferred credit amount
“before considering any further discounting to present value.”
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.16 Effect of Sale or Lease of Qualified Facilities
The proposed amendment at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.16(b) clarifies that the existing
prohibition against a tenant, under certain circumstances, acquiring the credit of a sublessor shall
be enforced unless otherwise permitted in the subchapter.
As the Authority has provided a 60-day comment period in this notice of proposal, this
notice is excepted from the rulemaking requirement, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:30-3.3(a)5.
Social Impact
The proposed amendments, which implement the provisions of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 3 intended to enhance the Grow NJ and ERG programs and
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increase the availability of funding to spur further growth and economic development in New
Jersey, will have a positive social impact.
Economic Impact
The proposed amendments are intended to further the State’s efforts to stimulate new
economic development and job creation throughout New Jersey. Since the enactment of the New
Jersey Economic Opportunity Act of 2013, P.L. 2013, c. 161, 68 projects have been approved
through the Grow NJ Program for more than $1.3 billion in tax credits paid over an average term
of 20 years, spurring more than $1 billion in total eligible capital investment and creating over
9,200 new, permanent jobs, over 10,300 retained jobs and over 3,530 construction jobs. Under
the ERG Program during that time, 13 projects have been approved for over $363 million based
on eligible capital investments of $1.7 billion resulting in the creation of more than 4,500 new
jobs, and over 7,200 construction jobs.
Federal Standards Statement
A Federal standards analysis is not required because the proposed amendments are not
subject to any Federal requirements or standards.
Jobs Impact
The proposed amendments will result in retaining existing private sector jobs and
stimulating the creation of new private sector jobs in New Jersey. In addition to the non-gaming
economic development that may result in Atlantic City, the proposed amendments – reducing
eligibility requirements for incubator facilities, extending minimum capital investment
requirements to warehousing, logistic and research and development premises and allowing a
non-profit operating a qualified incubator facility to make an application on behalf of a business
which meets the requirements of the program, or a group of non-qualifying businesses or
positions located at a qualified business facility, for the purposes of being considered a unified
project – are intended to directly benefit small businesses, which in turn, will spur further job
growth.
Agriculture Industry Impact
The proposed amendments will have no impact on the agriculture industry of the State of
New Jersey.
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
The ERG Program provides State incentive grants to developers of major redevelopment
projects, which are invariably large and medium sized businesses; therefore, a regulatory
flexibility analysis is not required. The Grow NJ Program provides tax credits to eligible
businesses that create a minimum of 10 to 35 new, and 25 to 50 retained full-time jobs. The
proposed amendments, as discussed above, will directly benefit small businesses and do not
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impose any additional compliance requirements as outlined in N.J.S.A. 52:14B-16 et seq. The
certification requirement, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2iv3, will not impose any economic
impact, require professional services contracts, or result in any additional costs for small
businesses to apply.
Housing Affordability Impact Analysis
The proposed amendments may increase an indeterminate number of housing units,
particularly multi-family rental housing and for-sale housing, in qualified residential
developments and mixed use projects including residential space under the ERG Program. The
number of housing units, as well as any increase or decrease in the average cost of housing
affected by the reproposed amendments, cannot be estimated, because the actual development
that may be eligible and reproposed as creditable capital investments is not known.
Smart Growth Development Impact Analysis
The proposed amendments are intended to further encourage new construction in
designated centers under New Jersey's State Strategic Plan. The number of housing units, as well
as any increase or decrease in the average cost of housing affected by the reproposed
amendments, cannot be estimated, because the actual development which may be eligible and
proposed as creditable capital investments is not known.
Full text of the proposed amendments follows (additions indicated in boldface thus; deletions
indicated in brackets [thus]):
SUBCHAPTER 4. ECONOMIC REDEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH PROGRAM
19:31-4.2 Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
…
[“Cash on cash yield” means total revenues less operating expenses divided by eligible
project costs.]
…
“Equity” means cash, development fees, costs for project feasibility incurred within the 12
months prior to application, Federal or local grants, Federal tax credits, property value less any
mortgages, and any other investment by the developer in the project deemed acceptable by the
Authority in its sole discretion. Property value shall [equal] be valued at the lesser of either the
purchase price, provided the property was purchased pursuant to an arm's length transaction
within 12 months of application, or the value as determined by a current appraisal acceptable to
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the Authority. For a qualified residential project utilizing State low income housing tax
credits awarded by the New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Financing Agency, equity
means the portion of the developer’s fee that is delayed for a minimum of five years.
…
“Garden State Growth Zone” or "growth zone” means the four New Jersey cities with the
lowest median family income based on the 2009 American Community Survey from the U.S.
Census, (Table 708. Household, Family, and Per Capita Income and Individuals, and Families
Below Poverty Level by City: 2009); or a municipality which contains a Tourism District as
established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by
the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority.
…
“Project financing gap” means the part of the project costs that remains to be financed after
all other sources of capital have been accounted for, including, but not limited to, developer
contributed capital or equity or other contributed capital or equity, which shall not be less than
20 percent of the eligible project cost, which may include the value of any existing land and
improvements in the project area owned or controlled by the developer, and the cost of
infrastructure improvements in the public right-of-way, subject to review by the State Treasurer,
and investor or financial entity capital or loans for which the developer, after making all good
faith efforts to raise additional capital, certifies that additional capital cannot be raised from other
sources on a non-recourse basis, and except for final point of sale retail businesses, including, but
not limited to, retail, educational, hospital, and hotel projects, the amount by which total project
costs exceed the cost of a viable alternative location for the out-of-State redevelopment project in
the event the business's chief executive officer, or equivalent officer for North American
operations, submits a certification indicating that the project is at risk of leaving the State and
that the project would not occur, but for the provision of the incentive grant under the program.
When calculating the project financing gap, the factors set forth at N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.6(a)4,
including, but not limited to, internal rate of return on developer's contributed capital, and net
profit margin, [and cash on cash yield] will be considered. The project financing gap may be
increased by the cost of capital necessary to raise an amount of current capital sufficient to
complete the project when combined with all other sources of capital in recognition that the
incremental eligible revenues will be reimbursed over an estimated period of years. A qualified
residential project utilizing State low income housing tax credits awarded by the New
Jersey Housing and Mortgage Financing Agency will be analyzed using a developer fee
recovery model, whereby a project financing gap may be demonstrated by a project’s
inability to achieve such authorized fee within five years, provided that in no event shall the
sum of the tax credits awarded under this subchapter and the State low income housing tax
credits awarded by the New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Financing Agency exceed nine
percent of the project cost.
…
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“Qualified residential project” means a redevelopment project for which a developer must
submit a temporary certificate of occupancy by July 28, [2015] 2018, that is predominantly
residential and includes multi-family residential units for purchase or lease, or dormitory units
for purchase or lease, having a total project cost of at least $17,500,000, if the project is located
in any municipality with a population greater than 200,000 according to the latest Federal
decennial census, or having a total project cost of at least $10,000,000 if the project is located in
any municipality with a population less than 200,000 according to the latest Federal decennial
census, or is a disaster recovery project, or having a total project cost of $5,000,000 if the project
is in a Garden State Growth Zone. A qualified residential project shall not include
transitional or homeless units.
…
19:31-4.6 Financing gap and fiscal impact analysis
(a) The Authority, in consultation with the State Treasurer, shall review the proposed
redevelopment project costs and evaluate and validate the project financing gap estimated by
each developer applying for a State incentive grant, as follows:
1. (No change.)
2. For a redevelopment project involving rehabilitation or improvement of an existing
building(s), the costs of land acquisition and rehabilitation shall not exceed 100 percent of the
replacement cost for new construction, exclusive of any environmental remediation costs. When
evaluating a redevelopment project involving rehabilitation or improvement of existing
building(s), if a developer spends more than [50] 100 percent of the total cost of acquisition of
the building(s) on such rehabilitation or improvement, then the cost of acquisition shall be
included in the eligible project costs. With respect to the Authority's evaluation of a
redevelopment project pursuant to the requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.3(a)2i, a developer's
future expenditures will have to be at least [50] 100 percent of the project costs previously
expended as of its application date in order for the Authority to include the costs expended prior
to the application date to be included in the eligible project costs;
3. For large, multi-phased projects that are built sequentially over time, the EDA shall only
evaluate and validate the project financing gap on phases of the project with funding
commitments; [and]
4. The project financing gap analysis shall include, but not be limited to, an evaluation of the
project costs, amount of capital sufficient to complete the project, proposed rental rates, vacancy
rates, internal rate of return on developer's contributed capital and, [net profit margin], return on
investment, [and cash on cash yield in comparison to market ranges for such items, as noticed on
the EDA website at www.njeda.com] or, in the Authority's sole discretion, in comparison to
alternative financing structures for a comparable project available to the developer or its tenants;
and
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5. (No change.)
(b) The Authority, in consultation with the State Treasurer, shall undertake the fiscal impact
analysis by determining whether the overall public assistance provided to the proposed project,
except with regard to a qualified residential project, will result in net positive economic benefits
equaling no less than 110 percent of the amount of grant assistance, to the State for a period
[equal to 75 percent of the useful life of the project] not to exceed 20 years.
(c) – (e) (No change.)
19:31-4.8 State incentive grant agreement
(a) Except for qualified residential projects that receive tax credits, upon approval of the
application by the Authority and the State Treasurer, the Authority and the developer will
execute a commitment letter providing information specific to the grant amount and containing
conditions that must be met prior to receiving the grant. Within one year following the date of
approval, the developer shall submit progress information indicating that the developer
has, financing for, copies of all required State and federal government approvals and all
local planning and zoning board approvals, and site control of and site plan approval for
the redevelopment project. Unless otherwise determined by the Authority in its sole
discretion, the Authority's approval of the tax credits shall expire if the progress
information is not received by the Authority within one year of the date of application
approval. Upon a receipt of evidence from the developer that it has control of the redevelopment
project site and offers of financing, which may be conditioned upon execution of the grant
agreement, and that it has met any other conditions set forth in the commitment letter, the
Authority and the State Treasurer may enter into a State redevelopment incentive grant
agreement with a developer for the reimbursement of incremental State revenues directly
realized from businesses operating on the redevelopment project premises.
(b) Except for qualified residential projects that receive tax credits, the Chief Executive
Officer of the Authority, in consultation with the State Treasurer, shall negotiate the terms and
conditions of any State redevelopment incentive agreement. The State redevelopment incentive
grant agreement shall include, but not be limited to, the following terms and conditions as
determined by the Authority:
1. – 16 (No change.)
17. To the extent the project consists of newly-constructed residential units, the
approval letter will require that the project will be monitored for purposes of N.J.A.C.
19:31-4.3 in order to maintain the affordable units for the term of the grant by an
administrative agent as defined in N.J.A.C. 5:80-26.2.
(c) (No change.)
19:31-4.9 Tax credits for qualified residential projects
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(a) – (b) (No change.)
(c) Upon receipt of a recommendation from the Authority staff on the qualified residential
facility application, the Board shall determine whether or not to approve the application, the
maximum amount of tax credits and the maximum percentage amount of allowed tax credits for
its capital investment in a qualified residential project, and promptly notify the applicant and the
Director of the Division of Taxation of the determination. The Board's award of the credits will
be subject to conditions subsequent that must be met in order to retain the credits, including the
same financial and related analysis, the same term of the grant, and same mechanism for
administering the credits as if such credits had been awarded to the developer pursuant to
section 35 of P.L. 2009, c .90 (N.J.A.C. 34:1B-209.3). An approval letter setting forth the
conditions subsequent will be sent to the applicant. Such conditions shall include, but not be
limited to, the requirement that the project complies with the Authority's prevailing wage
requirements, P.L. 2007, c. 245 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-5.1) and affirmative action requirements, P.L.
1979, c. 303 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-5.4), that the project does not violate any environmental law
requirements, and the requirement that the minimum environmental and sustainability standards,
are incorporated into the proposed project including the use of renewable energy, energyefficient technology, and non-renewable resources in order to reduce environmental degradation
and encourage long-term cost reduction.
1. If the application is approved, the project approval is subject to the terms and conditions of
the approval letter, and any benefits under the program are subject to the completion of the
project and satisfaction of the capital investment required for the tax credits. The approval
letter will require that the project will be monitored for purposes of N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.3 in
order to maintain the affordable units for the term of the grant by an administrative agent
as defined in N.J.A.C. 5:80-26.2.
2. In the approval letter to the developer, the Authority shall set a date by which its approval
will expire.
(d) (No change.)
(e) No later than July 28, [2015] 2018, each approved developer of a qualified residential
facility that has been approved for tax credits after the effective date of P.L. 2013, c. 161 shall
submit evidence of a temporary certificate of occupancy.
(f) – (k) (No change.)
19:31-4.11 Pledge, assignment, transfer, or sale of grant amount
(a) (No change.)
(b) A developer may apply to the Director of the Division of Taxation and the Chief
Executive Officer of the Authority for a tax credit transfer certificate, if the developer is awarded
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a tax credit pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-4.8[(d)] or 4.9, covering one or more years, in lieu of the
developer being allowed any amount of the credit against the tax liability of the developer. The
tax credit transfer certificate, upon receipt thereof by the developer from the Director and the
Chief Executive Officer of the Authority, may be sold or assigned, in full or in part, in an amount
not less than [$100,000] $25,000 of tax credits [, provided that one transfer consisting of any
remainder that is less than $100,000 may be made in each tax period in an amount less than
$100,000,] to any other person that may have a tax liability pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 1945, c.
162 (N.J.S.A. 54:10A-5), sections 2 and 3 of P.L. 1945, c. 132 (N.J.S.A. 54:18A-2 and 3),
section 1 of P.L. 1950, c. 231 (N.J.S.A. 17:32-15), or N.J.S.A. 17B:23-5. The certificate
provided to the developer shall include a statement waiving the developer's right to claim that
amount of the credit against the taxes that the developer has elected to sell or assign. The sale or
assignment of any amount of a tax credit transfer certificate allowed under this subsection shall
not be exchanged for consideration received by the developer of less than 75 percent of the
transferred credit amount[, as determined at present value] before considering any further
discounting to present value which may be permitted. Any amount of a tax credit transfer
certificate used by a purchaser or assignee against a tax liability shall be subject to the same
limitations and conditions that apply to the use of the credit by the developer who originally
applied for and was allowed the credit.
SUBCHAPTER 9. URBAN TRANSIT HUB TAX CREDIT PROGRAM
19:31-9.10 Application for tax credit transfer certificate
(a) Tax credits, upon receipt thereof by a business from the Director and the Authority, may
be transferred, by sale or assignment, in full or in part, in an amount not less than $25,000 of
tax credits, pursuant to this section, to any other person(s) that may have a tax liability pursuant
to section 5 of P.L. 1945, c. 162 (N.J.S.A. 54:10A-5), pursuant to sections 2 and 3 of P.L. 1945,
c. 132 (N.J.S.A. 54:18A-2 and 54:18A-3), pursuant to section 1 of P.L. 1950, c. 231 (N.J.S.A.
17:32-15), or pursuant to N.J.S.A. 17B:23-5. A business may apply to the Director of the
Division of Taxation in the Department of Treasury and the Chief Executive Officer of the
Authority for an initial tax credit transfer covering one or more tax periods, in lieu of the
business being allowed any amount of the credit against the tax liability of the business. Such
application shall identify the specific tax credits to be transferred (amounts, tax periods), the
consideration received therefor, and the identity of the transferee. [The total amount transferred
for any single tax period shall be at least $1 million in tax credits.] Once approved by the Chief
Executive Officer of the Authority and the Director of the Division of Taxation, a tax credit
transfer certificate shall be issued to the business, naming the transferee. The certificate issued to
the business shall include a statement waiving the business' right to claim that amount of the
credit against the taxes that the business has elected to sell or assign. Any amount of a tax credit
transfer certificate used by a purchaser or assignee against a tax liability shall be subject to the
same limitations and conditions that apply to the use of the credits by the business that originally
applied for and was allowed the credits.
(b) The initial sale or assignment of any amount of [a] tax credits allowed under this section
shall not be exchanged for consideration received by the business of less than 75 percent of the
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transferred credit amount before considering any further discounting to present value which
shall be permitted. In order to evidence this requirement, the business shall submit to the
Authority an executed form of standard selling agreement which states that the consideration
received by the business is not less than 75 percent of the transferred credit amount before
considering any further discounting to present value which shall be permitted.
(c) – (e) (No change.)
SUBCHAPTER 19. GROW NEW JERSEY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
19:31-18.2 Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
…
“Capital investment” in a qualified business facility means expenses by a business or any
affiliate of the business incurred after application for: [site acquisition, if purchased within 24
months prior to project application or thereafter;] site preparation and construction, repair,
renovation, improvement, equipping, or furnishing on real property or of a building, structure,
facility, or improvement to real property; obtaining and installing furnishings and machinery,
apparatus, or equipment, including, but not limited to, material goods subject to bonus
depreciation under sections 168 and 179 of the Federal Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. §§ 168
and 179), for the operation of a business on real property in a building, structure, facility, or
improvement to real property, including associated soft costs; and receiving Highlands
Development Credits under the Highlands Transfer Development Rights Program authorized
pursuant to section 13 of P.L. 2004, c. 120 (N.J.S.A. 13:20-13); or any of the preceding. Capital
investment includes obtaining and installing furnishings and machinery, apparatus, or equipment
for the operation of a business in a building, structure, facility, or improvement to real property,
site-related utility and transportation infrastructure improvements, plantings or other
environmental components required to attain the level of silver rating or above in the LEED
building rating system, but only to the extent that such capital investments have not received any
grant financial assistance from any other State funding source including N.J.S.A. 52:27H-80 et
seq. (The United States Green Building Council has developed the Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System for measuring the energy
efficiency and environmental sustainability of buildings. The LEED Rating System is a thirdparty certification program and the nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction,
and operation of high performance buildings.) Vehicles and heavy equipment not permanently
located in the building, structure, facility, or improvement shall not constitute a capital
investment. Also included is remediation of the qualified business facility, but only to the extent
that such remediation has not received financial assistance from any other Federal, State, or local
funding source. In a Garden State Growth Zone, the following qualify as a capital investment:
any and all development, redevelopment and relocation costs, including, but not limited to, site
acquisition if made within 24 months of application to the Authority, engineering, legal,
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accounting, and other professional services required; and relocation, environmental remediation,
and infrastructure improvements for the project area, including, but not limited to, on- and offsite utility, road, pier, wharf, bulkhead, or sidewalk construction or repair. A business that
acquires or leases a qualified business facility shall also be deemed to have acquired the capital
investment made or acquired by the seller or landlord if pertaining primarily to the premises of
the qualified business facility, and, if pertaining generally to the qualified business facility being
acquired or leased, shall be allocated to the premises of the qualified business facility on the
basis of the gross leasable area of the premises in relation to the total gross leasable area in the
qualified business facility. The capital investment described in this definition may include [site
acquisition and] any capital investment made or acquired within 24 months prior to the date of
application, so long as the amount of capital investment made or acquired by the business, any
affiliate of the business, or any owner after the date of application equals at least 50 percent of
the amount of capital investment, allocated to the premises of the qualified business facility
being acquired or leased on the basis of the gross leasable area of such premises in relation to the
total gross leasable area in the qualified business facility made or acquired prior to the date of
application.
…
“Full-time employee” means a person: who is employed by a business for consideration for
at least 35 hours a week, or who renders any other standard of service generally accepted by
custom or practice as full-time employment, or who is employed by a professional employer
organization pursuant to an employee leasing agreement between the business and the
professional employer organization, in accordance with P.L. 2001, c. 260 (N.J.S.A. 34:8-67 et
seq.) for at least 35 hours a week, or who renders any other standard of service generally
accepted by custom or practice as full-time employment, and whose wages are subject to
withholding as provided in the New Jersey Gross Income Tax Act, N.J.S.A. 54A:1-1 et seq., or
who is a resident of another state but whose income is not subject to the New Jersey Gross
Income Tax Act, N.J.S.A. 54A:1-1 et seq., or who is a partner of a business who works for the
partnership for at least 35 hours a week, or who renders any other standard of service generally
accepted by custom or practice as full-time employment, and whose distributive share of income,
gain, loss, or deduction, or whose guaranteed payments, or any combination thereof, is subject to
the payment of estimated taxes, as provided in the New Jersey Gross Income Tax Act, N.J.S.A.
54A:1-1 et seq. and who, except for purposes of the Statewide workforce, is provided, by the
business, with employee health benefits under a health benefits plan authorized pursuant to State
or Federal law. With respect to a logistics, manufacturing, energy, defense, aviation, or maritime
business, excluding primarily warehouse or distribution operations, located in a port district
having a container terminal: the requirement that employee health benefits are to be provided
shall be deemed to be satisfied if such benefits are provided in accordance with industry practice
by a third party obligated to provide such benefits pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement;
full-time employment shall include, but not be limited to, employees that have been hired by way
of a labor union hiring hall or its equivalent; 35 hours of employment per week at a qualified
business facility shall constitute one “full-time employee,” regardless of whether or not the hours
of work were performed by one or more persons. For any project located in a Garden State
Growth Zone that qualifies under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act,
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P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.), or any project located in the Atlantic City
Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and
regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, and which will include a retail
facility of at least 150,000 square feet, of which at least 50 percent will be occupied by either a
full-service supermarket or grocery store, [the Authority shall accept a standard of service
generally accepted by custom or practice as full-time employment in a supermarket, grocery
store, or other like retail industry] 30 hours of employment per week at a qualified business
facility shall constitute one “full-time employee,” regardless of whether or not the hours of
work were performed by one or more persons, and the requirement that employee health
benefits are to be provided shall be deemed to be satisfied if the employees of the business
are covered by a collective bargaining agreement. “Full-time employee” shall not include any
person who works as an independent contractor or on a consulting basis for the business. Fulltime employee shall also not include any person who at the time of project application
works in New Jersey for consideration for at least 35 hours per week, or who renders any
other standard of service generally accepted by custom or practice as full-time employment
but who prior to project application was not provided, by the business, with employee
health benefits under a health benefits plan authorized pursuant to State or federal law.
“Garden State Growth Zone” or “growth zone” means the four New Jersey cities with the
lowest median family income based on the 2009 American Community Survey from the U.S.
Census, (Table 708. Household, Family, and Per Capita Income and Individuals, and Families
Below Poverty Level by City: 2009); or a municipality which contains a Tourism District as
established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by
the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority.
…
“Highlands development credit receiving area or redevelopment area” means an area located
within a qualified incentive area and designated by the Highlands Water Protection and
Planning Council for the receipt of Highlands Development Credits under the Highlands
Transfer Development Rights Program authorized pursuant to section 13 of P.L. 2004, c. 120
(N.J.S.A. 13:20-13).
…
“Industrial premises” or “industrial space” means premises or space in which at least 51
percent of the square footage [is] will be or has been used for the assembling, processing, and/or
manufacturing of finished or partially finished products from materials or fabricated parts,
including, but not limited to, factories or as a warehouse if the business uses the warehouse as
part of the chain of distribution for products assembled, processed, and/or manufactured by the
business at the qualified business facility; for the breaking or demolishing of finished or partially
finished products; or for the production of oil or gas or the generation or transformation of
electricity.
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“Industrial use” means assembling, processing, and/or manufacturing of finished or
partially finished products from materials or fabricated parts; the breaking or demolishing
of finished or partially finished products; or the production of oil or gas or the generation
or transformation of electricity, and including farming purposes as that term is defined
under IRC section 6420(c)(3)(A), undertaken in a industrial space.
…
“Mega project” means:
1. A qualified business facility located in a port district housing a business in the logistics,
manufacturing, energy, defense, or maritime industries, either:
i. Having a capital investment in excess of $20,000,000, and at which more than 250 fulltime employees of such business are created or retained; or
ii. At which more than 1,000 full-time employees of such business are created or retained;
2. A qualified business facility located in an aviation district housing a business in the
aviation industry, in a Garden State Growth Zone, or in a priority area housing the United States
headquarters and related facilities of an automobile manufacturer, either:
i. Having a capital investment in excess of $20,000,000, and at which more than 250 fulltime employees of such business are created or retained; or
ii. At which more than 1,000 full-time employees of such business are created or retained;
[or]
3. A qualified business facility located in an urban transit hub housing a business of any kind,
having a capital investment in excess of $50,000,000, and at which more than 250 full-time
employees of a business are created or retained[.] or
4. A project located in an area designated in need of redevelopment, pursuant to P.L.
1992, c. 79 (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-1 et al.) prior to the enactment of P.L. 2014, c. 63 within
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, or Salem
counties having capital investment in excess of $20,000,000, and at which more than 150
full-time employees of a business are created or retained.
…
[“Non-industrial premises” means premises that at least 51 percent of the square footage is
not an industrial premise, including, but not limited to, office space.]
…
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“Port district” means the portions of a qualified incentive area that are located within: the
[port district] Port of New York District of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, as
defined in Article II of the Compact Between the States of New York and New Jersey of 1921;
or a 15-mile radius of the outermost boundary of each marine terminal facility established,
acquired, constructed, rehabilitated, or improved by the South Jersey Port District established
pursuant to The South Jersey Port Corporation Act, P.L. 1968, c. 60 (N.J.S.A. 12:11A-1 et seq.).
“Position” means for purposes of N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(d) a full-time employee who is
employed by a business at a qualified incubator facility and who spends at least 16 hours a
week at the qualified incubator facility.
“Priority area” means the portions of the qualified incentive area that are not located within a
distressed municipality and which: are designated pursuant to the State Planning Act, P.L. 1985,
c. 398 (N.J.S.A. 52:18A-196 et seq.), as Planning Area 1 (Metropolitan), Planning Area 2
(Suburban), a designated center under the State Development and Redevelopment Plan, or a
designated growth center in an endorsed plan until June 30, 2013, or until the State Planning
Commission revises and readopts New Jersey's State Strategic Plan and adopts regulations to
revise this definition; intersect with portions of a deep poverty pocket, a port district, or were
Federally owned land approved for closure under a Federal Commission on Base Realignment
[Closing Commission] and Closure action; are the proposed site of a disaster recovery project, a
qualified incubator facility, a highlands development credit receiving area or redevelopment
area, a tourism destination project, or transit oriented development; or contain a vacant
commercial building having over 400,000 square feet of office, laboratory, or industrial space
available for occupancy for a period of over one year; or a site that has been negatively impacted
by the approval of a “qualified business facility,” as defined pursuant to section 2 of P.L. 2007, c.
346 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-208).
…
“Qualified incentive area” means an aviation district, a port district, a distressed
municipality, urban transit hub municipality, or an area:
1. Designated as Planning Area 1 (Metropolitan), Planning Area 2 (Suburban), or Planning
Area 3 (Fringe Planning Area), pursuant to the State Planning Act, P.L. 1985, c. 398 (N.J.S.A.
52:18A-196 et seq.); or
2. Located within:
i. A smart growth area and planning area designated in a master plan adopted by the New
Jersey Meadowlands Commission pursuant to subsection (i) of section 6 of P.L. 1968, c. 404
(N.J.S.A. 13:17-6) or subject to a redevelopment plan adopted by the New Jersey Meadowlands
Commission pursuant to section 20 of P.L. 1968, c. 404 (N.J.S.A. 13:17-21);
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ii. Any land owned by the New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority, established pursuant
to P.L. 1971, c. 137 (N.J.S.A. 5:10-1 et seq.), within the boundaries of the Hackensack
Meadowlands District as delineated in section 4 of P.L. 1968, c. 404 (N.J.S.A. 13:17-4);
iii. A regional growth area, a town, a village, or a military and Federal installation area
designated in the comprehensive management plan prepared and adopted by the Pinelands
Commission pursuant to the Pinelands Protection Act, P.L. 1979, c. 111 (N.J.S.A. 13:18A-1 et
seq.);
iv. The planning area of the Highlands Region as defined in section 3 of P.L. 2004, c. 120
(N.J.S.A. 13:20-3) or in a highlands development credit receiving area or redevelopment area;
v. A Garden State Growth Zone;
vi. Land approved for closure under any Federal Commission on Base [Closure and]
Realignment [Commission] and Closure action; or
vii. Areas designated pursuant to the State Planning Act, P.L. 1985, c. 398 (N.J.S.A. 52:18A196 et seq.), as Planning Area 4A (Rural Planning Area), Planning Area 4B
(Rural/Environmentally Sensitive), or Planning Area 5 (Environmentally Sensitive) only if such
areas are located within:
(1) A designated center under the State Development and Redevelopment Plan;
(2) A designated growth center in an endorsed plan until the State Planning Commission
revises and readopts New Jersey's State Strategic Plan and adopts rules to revise this definition as
it pertains to Statewide planning areas;
(3) Any area determined to be in need of redevelopment pursuant to sections 5 and 6 of P.L.
1992, c. 79 (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-5 and 40A:12A-6) or in need of rehabilitation pursuant to section
14 of P.L. 1992, 40 c. 79 (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-14);
(4) Any area on which a structure exists or previously existed, including any desired
expansion of the footprint of the existing or previously existing structure, provided such
expansion otherwise complies with all applicable Federal, State, county, and local permits and
approvals;
(5) The planning area of the Highlands Region as defined in section 3 of P.L. 2004, c. 120
(N.J.S.A. 13:20-3) or a highlands development credit receiving area or redevelopment area; or
(6) Any area on which an existing tourism destination project is located.
“Qualified incentive area” shall not include any property located within the preservation area
of the Highlands Region as defined in [the Highlands Water Protection and Planning Act,]
section 3 of P.L. 2004, c. 120 (N.J.S.A. [13:20-1 et seq.] 13:20-3).
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“Qualified incubator facility” means a commercial building located within a qualified
incentive area: that contains [100,000] 50,000 or more square feet of office, laboratory, or
industrial space; that is located near, and presents opportunities for collaboration with a research
institution, teaching hospital, college, or university, which is evidenced by a written agreement
that demonstrates this collaboration; and within which, at least [75] 50 percent of the gross
leasable area is restricted for use by one or more technology startup companies during the
commitment period.
…
“Soft costs” means all costs associated with financing, design, engineering, legal, real estate
or commissions, [furniture, or office equipment with a useful life of less than five years,]
provided they do not exceed 20 percent of total capital investment.
“Tourism destination project” means a qualified non-gaming business facility that will be
among the most visited privately owned or operated tourism or recreation sites in the State, and
which is located within the qualified incentive area and has been determined by the Authority to
be in an area appropriate for development and in need of economic development incentive
assistance, including a non-gaming business facility within an established Tourism District
with a significant impact on the economic viability of that District.
…
19:31-18.3 Eligibility criteria
(a) In order to be considered for a Grow New Jersey tax credit, the chief executive officer of
a business shall demonstrate at the time of application that the business, expressly including its
landlord or seller, will make, acquire, or lease a capital investment equal to or greater than, the
applicable capital investment required in (a)1 below at which it will retain full-time jobs and/or
create new full-time jobs in an amount equal to or greater than, the applicable number in (a)2
below.
1. [The] For all projects approved after the effective date of P.L. 2013, c. 161, the
minimum capital investment required shall be reduced by one-third (utilizing even numbers
rounded down) for projects located in a Garden State Growth Zone or projects located within
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean, or Salem counties:
i. For the rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out, or retrofit of an existing industrial,
warehousing, logistics, or research and development premises for continued [industrial]
similar use by the business in at least 51 percent of the gross leasable area of the premises, a
minimum investment of $20.00 per square feet of gross leasable area;
ii. For the new construction of an industrial, warehousing, logistics, or research and
development premises for [industrial] similar use by the business in at least 51 percent of the
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gross leasable area of the premises, a minimum investment of $60.00 per square feet of gross
leasable area;
iii. For the rehabilitation, improvement, fit-out, or retrofit of an existing [non-industrial]
premises [for continued non-industrial use by the business] that does not qualify pursuant to
(a)1i and ii above, a minimum investment of $40.00 per square feet of gross leasable area; and
iv. For the new construction of a [non-industrial] premises [for non-industrial use by the
business] that does not qualify pursuant to (a)1i and ii above, a minimum investment of
$120.00 per square feet of gross leasable area. For purposes of this subparagraph, non-industrial
premises shall include vacant industrial premises that are unleased and unoccupied.
2. (No change.)
3. The business shall also demonstrate to the Authority that:
i. (No change.)
ii. The proposed capital investment and the resultant retention and creation of full-time jobs
will yield a net positive economic benefit, equaling at least 110 percent of the requested tax
credit allocation amount, to the State, as calculated pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(c) prior to
taking into account the value of the requested tax credit [, and]. The net positive economic
benefit shall be based on the benefits generated during the [first 20] initial number of years
listed below following the completion of the project, provided however, the net positive
economic benefit shall be discounted to reflect the uncertainty of the business’s location
after its lease or commitment period expires [, except that:].
(1) For a mega project or a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone, the determination
shall be based on the benefits generated during a period of up to 30 years following the
completion of the project;
(2) For a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualified for the Municipal
Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.), the
net positive economic benefit determination shall be based on the benefits generated during a
period of up to 35 years following completion of the project, and shall equal at least 100 percent
of the requested tax credit allocation;
(3) For all other projects, the determination shall be based on the benefits generated
during a period of up to 20 years following the completion of the project.
iii. [Except as provided in (b) below, the] The award of tax credits will be a material factor in
the business's decision to create or retain the minimum number of full-time jobs for eligibility
under the program. If, in a Garden State Growth Zone, the site was acquired or leased [within
24 months] prior to project application, the business shall provide additional extrinsic evidence
to demonstrate that the award of tax credits is a material factor in the business's decision to create
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or retain the minimum number of full-time jobs for eligibility under the program, including, but
not limited to, viable alternatives to the site and the business's ability to dispose of or carry the
costs of the site, if the business moves to the alternate site. In satisfaction of this requirement,
with respect to a project in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualifies under the Municipal
Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act pursuant to P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1
et seq.) or a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism
District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and
regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, the award of tax credits will
be a material factor in the business decision to make a capital investment and locate in a Garden
State Growth Zone that qualifies under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery
Act pursuant to P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.) or a Garden State Growth
Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c.
18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority.
[(b) The Authority may determine as eligible for tax credits any business that is required to
respond to a request for proposals and to fulfill a contract with the Federal government although
the business's chief executive officer or equivalent officer for North American operations has not
demonstrated to the Authority that the award of tax credits will be a material factor in the
business's decision to retain the minimum number of retained full-time jobs, as otherwise
required by (a)2 above. The Authority may, in its discretion, consider the economic benefit of the
retained jobs servicing the contract in conducting the net benefit analysis required by (a)3i
above. For the purposes of this subsection, “retained full-time jobs” includes jobs that are at risk
of being eliminated. Applications to the Authority for eligibility pursuant to this subsection shall
be completed by December 31, 2013. Submission of a proposal to the Federal government prior
to Authority approval shall not disqualify a business from the program.]
(c) – (e) (No change.)
19:31-18.4 Restrictions
(a) (No change.)
(b) A project that consists solely of point-of-final-purchase retail facilities, excluding catalog
distribution centers, shall not be eligible for a grant of tax credits. If a project consists of both
point-of-final-purchase retail facilities and non-retail facilities, only the portion of the project
consisting of non-retail facilities shall be eligible for a grant of tax credits. [In] For a qualified
business facility that is a mixed-use project that includes retail facilities and that is located
in a Garden State Growth Zone or the Atlantic City Tourism District as established pursuant to
section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority, [up to 7.5 percent of] retail facilities [included in a mixed use project
shall be eligible] in an amount up to 7.5 percent of the mixed-use project may be included in
the mixed-use project application for a grant of tax credits along with the non-retail facilities
and that application may include in the aggregate the pro-rata number of full-time
employees employed by any number of tenants or other occupants of the included retail
facilities. If a warehouse facility is part of a point-of-final-purchase retail facility and supplies
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only that facility, the warehouse facility shall not be eligible for a grant of tax credits. For the
purposes of this subsection, a retail facility of at least 150,000 square feet, of which at least 50
percent is occupied by a full-service supermarket or grocery store, located in a Garden State
Growth Zone that qualified under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act,
P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.), or a tourism destination project in the Atlantic
City Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12219), or catalog distribution centers shall not be considered point-of-final-purchase retail
facilities.
19:31-18.5 Application submission requirements
(a) Each application to the Authority made by a business shall include the following
information in an application format prescribed by the Authority:
1. (No change.)
2. Project information shall include the following:
i. – iii. (No change.)
iv. Supporting evidence that the State's financial support of the proposed capital investment
in a qualified business facility will yield a net positive economic benefit pursuant to N.J.A.C.
19:31-18.3(a)3ii, taking into account the criteria listed at N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(c). In determining
whether a proposed capital investment will yield a net positive benefit, the business's chief
executive officer, or equivalent officer for North American operations, shall submit a
certification indicating that:
(1) – (2) (No change.)
(3) The business's chief executive officer, or equivalent officer for North American
operations, has reviewed the information submitted to the Authority and that the representations
contained therein are accurate provided, however, that in satisfaction of (a)2iv(1) and (2) above,
the certification with respect to a project in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualifies under the
Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et
seq.) or a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District
as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by
the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, shall indicate that the provision of tax
credits under the program is a material factor in the business decision to make a capital
investment and locate in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualifies under the Municipal
Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.) or
in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant
to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino
Reinvestment Development Authority. If the site was acquired within 24 months prior to
project application, the business shall provide additional extrinsic evidence to demonstrate that
the award of tax credits is a material factor in the business's decision to create or retain the
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minimum number of full-time jobs for eligibility under the program, including, but not limited
to, viable alternatives to the site and the business's ability to dispose of or carry the costs of the
site, if the business moves to the alternate site. The applicant may be required to submit any
other information required by the Authority to conduct an analysis of the economic impact of the
project;
v. (No change.)
vi. Identification of the site of the proposed qualified business facility, including the block
and lot of the site as indicated upon the local tax map. For purposes of determining geographical
location, the qualified business facility shall be considered in the geographical location [if at
least 51 percent of the square footage of the building or buildings is in the geographical location]
with the most beneficial total tax credit amount;

vii. – xi. (No change.)
3. (No change.)
(b) (No change.)
(c) A business shall be allowed to assign their ability to apply for the tax credit under this
subchapter to a non-profit organization with a mission dedicated to attracting investment and
completing development and redevelopment projects in a Garden State Growth Zone, as
determined by the Authority. [In addition to the information required pursuant to (a) above, the
non-profit organization shall be required to submit:
1. Evidence of the assignment to apply for the tax credit from the developer or the group of
non-qualifying developers;
2. The name of the non-profit organization;
3. The contact information of the non-profit organization;
4. The New Jersey employer identification number;
5. The Federal employer identification number; and
6. The mission statement of the non-profit organization.]
(d) The non-profit organization in (c) above or an organization operating a qualified
incubator facility may make an application on behalf of a business which meets the
requirements for the tax credit, or a group of non-qualifying businesses or positions,
located at a qualified business facility, that shall be considered a unified project for the
purposes of the incentives provided under this section.
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(e) For any project located in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualifies under the
Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A.
52:27BBB-1 et al.), or any project located in a Garden State Growth Zone which contains a
Tourism District as established pursuant to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219)
and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, and which will include
a retail facility of at least 150,000 square feet, of which at least 50 percent will be occupied
by either a full-service supermarket or grocery store, a business may assign its ability to
apply for the tax credit under this subsection to the developer of the facility. The developer
may make an application on behalf of the business which meets the requirements for the
tax credit, or a group of non-qualifying businesses located at the business facility, that shall
be considered a unified project for the purposes of the incentives provided under this
section, and the developer may apply for tax credits available based on the number of jobs
provided by the business or businesses and the total capital investment of the business or
businesses and the developer.
(f) In addition to the information required pursuant to (a) above, any applicant
authorized pursuant to subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e) shall be required to submit:
1. Evidence of the assignment to apply for the tax credit from the assignee or the party
on whose behalf it is making the application;
2. The name of the assignee or the party on whose behalf it is making the application;
3. The contact information of the assignee or the party on whose behalf it is making the
application;
4. The New Jersey employer identification number of the assignee or the party on
whose behalf it is making the application;
5. The Federal employer identification number of the assignee or the party on whose
behalf it is making the application; and
6. If the applicant is a non-profit authorized under (c) above, the mission statement of
the non-profit organization.
Recodify existing (d) as (g) (No change in text.)
19:31-18.7 Review of application and certification of project completion
(a) – (b) (No change.)
(c) In determining whether the company meets the net positive economic benefits test
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)3ii and as certified by the chief executive officer pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.5(a)2iv, the Authority's consideration shall include, but not be limited to, the
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local and State taxes paid directly by and generated indirectly by the business, property taxes or
payment in lieu of taxes paid directly by and generated indirectly by the business, taxes paid
directly or generated indirectly by new or retained employees, and peripheral economic growth
caused by the business's relocation, provided that such determination shall be limited to the net
positive economic benefits derived from the capital investment commenced after the submission
of an application to the Authority. For a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone, the
Authority may award bonuses in its net positive economic benefit calculation including, but not
limited to, full payment of taxes for a qualified business facility that receives a tax abatement
pursuant to the Local Redevelopment and Housing Law, N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-1 et seq. With regard
to a project located in a Garden State Growth Zone that qualified for the Municipal
Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.), the
net positive economic benefits test may utilize the value of those property taxes subject to the
provisions of section 24 of P.L. 2013, c. 161 (N.J.S.A. 52:27D-489s) or the value of those
property taxes that would have been assessed on the new construction, improvements, or
substantial rehabilitation of structures on real property if the structures were not exempt
because they are on real property owned by a public entity and incremental sales and excise
taxes that are derived from activities within the area and which are rebated or retained by the
municipality pursuant to the New Jersey Urban Enterprise Zones Act, P.L. 1983, c. 303 (N.J.S.A.
52:27H-60 et seq.) or any other law providing for such rebate or retention.
(d) (No change.)
(e) Within [12] six months following the date of application approval by the Authority, each
approved business shall submit progress information indicating that the business has site plan
approval, committed financing for and site control of the qualified business facility, except that
a business shall have 12 months to submit such progress information for a mega project or
for a qualified business facility that consists of new construction. Unless otherwise
determined by the Authority in its sole discretion, the Authority's approval of the tax credits shall
expire if the progress information is not received by the Authority within [12 months of the date
of application approval] the required period of time, or if progress as indicated has not been
achieved.
(f) – (g) (No change.)
19:31-18.8 Determination of grant amount; bonus award
(a) – (b) (No change.)
(c) In addition to the base amount of the tax credit, the amount of the tax credit to be awarded
for each new or retained full-time job shall be increased if the qualified business facility meets
any of the following priority criteria or other additional or replacement criteria determined by the
Authority from time to time in response to evolving economic or market conditions:
1. – 14. (No change.)
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15. For a project located within an area determined to be in need of redevelopment pursuant
to sections 5 and 6 of P.L. 1992, c. 79 (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-5 and 6), and which is located within a
quarter mile of at least one United States highway and at least two New Jersey State highways,
an increase of $1,500 per year; [and]
16. For a project that generates solar energy on site for use within the project of an amount
that equals at least 50 percent of the project's annual electric supply service needs, an increase of
$250.00 per year[.] and
17. For a qualified business facility in a vacant commercial building or campus having
over 1,000,000 square feet of office or laboratory space available for occupancy for a period
of over one year that the Authority designates, as listed on the Authority’s website at
www.njeda.com, an increase of $1,000 per year.
(d) (No change.)
(e) After the determination by the Authority of the gross amount of tax credits for which a
business is eligible pursuant to (d) above, the final total tax credit amount shall be calculated as
follows:
1. (No change.)
2. For each retained full-time job, the business shall be allowed tax credits equaling the
lesser of 50 percent of the gross amount of tax credits for each retained full-time job, or onetenth of the capital investment, which will be the lesser of actual capital investment or the
business’s proposed amount approved at application, divided by the number of retained
and new full-time jobs per year over the grant term of ten years, unless the jobs are part of a
mega project that is the United States headquarters of an automobile manufacturer located within
a priority area or a qualified business facility in a Garden State Growth Zone, in which case the
business shall be entitled to tax credits equaling 100 percent of the gross amount of tax credits
for each retained full-time job, or unless the new qualified business facility would replace a
facility that has been wholly or substantially damaged as a result of a Federally declared disaster,
in which case the business shall be entitled to tax credits equaling 100 percent of the gross
amount of tax credits for each retained full-time job. The per retained full-time job tax credit
calculation will be established by dividing the number of full-time employees in the
certification accepted by the Authority pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(g) into the amount
of capital investment in the certification accepted by the Authority pursuant to N.J.A.C.
19:31-18.7(g), provided that in no event shall the gross amount of tax credits per retained
full-time job exceed the gross amount calculated at the approval of the application. Based
on this per retained full-time job calculation, any reduction in the number of retained fulltime jobs shall proportionately reduce the amount of tax credits for that year.
(f) For each application approved by the Board, the amount of tax credits available to be
applied by the business annually shall not exceed:
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1. Thirty-five million dollars ($35,000,000) and provides a net positive economic benefit to
the State with respect to a qualified business facility in a Garden State Growth Zone that
qualifies under the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43
(N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq.) or which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant
to section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino
Reinvestment Development Authority;
2. – 6. (No change.)
(g) Under (f) above, with the exception of a project located within a Garden State
Growth Zone which qualifies for the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery
Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et al.), or which contains a Tourism District as
established pursuant to section 5 of 6 P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by
the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, that divides the total capital investment
of the project by the total number of full-time jobs at that project, for each application for
tax credits in excess of $4,000,000 annually, the amount of tax credits available to be applied by
the business annually shall be the lesser of the maximum amount under the applicable paragraph
or an amount determined by the Authority necessary to complete the project, with such
determination made by the Authority's utilization of a full economic analysis of all locations
under consideration by the business; all lease agreements, ownership documents, or substantially
similar documentation for the business's current in-State locations, as applicable; and all lease
agreements, ownership documents, or substantially similar documentation for the potential outof-State location alternatives, to the extent they exist. Based on this information, and any other
information deemed relevant by the Authority, including, but not limited to, factors affecting the
decision of the business to relocate, the Authority shall independently verify and confirm the
amount necessary to complete the project.
(h) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in (a) through (g) above, for a project located
within a Garden State Growth Zone that qualifies for the Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic
Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A. 52:27BBB-1 et seq., the total tax credit shall be:
1. For a project that creates or retains 35 or more full-time jobs new to the municipality and
makes a capital investment of at least $5,000,000, the total tax credit amount per new and
retained full-time job shall be the greater of:
i. – ii. (No change.)
2. For a project that creates or retains 70 or more full-time jobs new to the municipality and
makes a capital investment of at least $10,000,000, the total tax credit amount per new and
retained full-time job shall be the greater of:
i. – ii. (No change.)
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3. For a project that creates or retains 100 or more full-time jobs new to the municipality
and makes a capital investment of at least $15,000,000, the total tax credit amount per new and
retained full-time job shall be the greater of:
i. – ii. (No change.)
4. For a project that creates or retains 150 or more full-time jobs new to the municipality
and makes a capital investment of at least $20,000,000, the total tax credit amount per new and
retained full-time job shall be the greater of:
i. – ii. (No change.)
5. For a project that creates or retains 250 or more full-time jobs new to the municipality
and makes a capital investment of at least $30,000,000, the total tax credit amount per new and
retained full-time job shall be the greater of:
i. – ii. (No change.)
6. For projects approved under this subsection (h), the per full-time employee tax credit
calculation will be established by dividing the number of full-time employees in the
certification accepted by the Authority pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(g) into the lesser of
the amount of capital investment in the certification accepted by the Authority pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(g) or the award of tax credits approved by the Board pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.7(d). Based on this per full-time employee calculation and provided the
business continues to meet the minimum number of employees required in subparagraphs
(a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) of paragraph (6) of subsection d. of section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 149
(N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246), any reduction in the number of employees shall proportionately
reduce the amount of tax credits for that year, i.e. the number of full-time employees will
be multiplied by the per full-time employee calculation done at certification.
19:31-18.9 Tax credit amount; application and allocation of the tax credit
(a) – (b) (No change.)
(c) The credit amount [that] may be taken [for a tax period of the business that exceeds the
final liabilities of the business] by the tax certificate holder for the tax period for which it was
issued or may be carried forward for use by the [business] tax certificate holder in any of the
next 20 successive tax periods, and shall expire thereafter. The tax certificate holder may
transfer the tax credit amount on or after the date of issuance or at any time within three
years of the date of issuance for use by the transferee in the tax period during which it was
transferred or in any of the next three successive tax periods. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, no more than the amount of tax credits equal to the total credit amount divided
by the duration of the eligibility period in years may be taken in any tax period.
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(d) [A business that is] Credits granted to a partnership [shall not be allowed a credit under
this program directly, but the amount of credit of an owner of a business shall be determined by
allocating to each owner of the partnership that proportion of the credit of the business that is
equal to the owner of the partnership's share, whether or not distributed, of the total distributive
income or gain of the partnership for its tax period ending within or with the owner's tax period,
or that proportion that is allocated by an agreement, if any, among the owners of the partnership
that has been] shall be passed through to the partners, members, or owners, respectively,
pro-rata or pursuant to an executed agreement among the partners, members, or owners
documenting an alternate distribution method provided to the Director of the Division of
Taxation in the Department of the Treasury [by such time and] accompanied by [such] any
additional information as the Director may require.
(e) (No change.)
19:31-18.10 Incentive agreement
(a) (No change.)
(b) The incentive agreement shall include, but not be limited to, the following terms or
conditions as determined by the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority:
1. – 2. (No change.)
3. A requirement that the applicant maintain the project at a location in New Jersey for the
commitment period, with at least the minimum number of full-time employees as required by the
program, which shall include consideration of bonus award(s) and net positive economic benefit
test pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:31-18.3(a)3ii and the amount of tax credits previously received by
the [applicant] business during the eligibility period, and a provision to permit the Authority to
recapture all or part of any tax credits awarded, at its discretion, if the business does not remain
in compliance with the requirements in this paragraph for the commitment duration. Such
recapture may include interest on the recapture amount at the rate equal to the statutory rate for
corporate business or insurance premiums tax deficiencies, plus any statutory penalties and all
costs incurred by the Authority and the Division of Taxation in connection with the pursuit of the
recapture, including, but not limited to, counsel fees, court costs, and other costs of collection. If
all or part of any tax credits awarded is subject to recapture, the Authority will pursue
recapture from the business and not from a tax credit transfer certificate purchaser. Tax
credit transfer certificate purchasers shall be subject to all other limitations and conditions
that apply to the use of the tax credits by the business, including, but not limited to,
reduction and forfeiture provisions and the requirement of a letter of compliance for the
relevant tax period;
4. – 16. (No change.)
(c) (No change.)
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19:31-18.11 Reporting requirements and annual reports
(a) – (d) (No change.)
(e) For a project located within a Garden State Growth Zone, if, in any tax period, the
number of full-time employees employed by the business at the qualified business facility
located within a qualified incentive area increases above the number of full-time employees
specified in the incentive agreement, then the business shall be entitled to an additional tax credit
award representing an increased base credit amount for that tax period and each subsequent tax
period, for each additional full-time employee added above the number of full-time employees
specified in the incentive agreement, until the first tax period for which documentation
demonstrating a reduction of the number of full-time employees employed by the business at the
qualified business facility, at which time the tax credit amount will be adjusted accordingly
pursuant to this subsection; provided that the adjustment may not affect other obligations under
the incentive agreement to maintain a minimum number of employees. To obtain this additional
tax credit award, the business shall submit, in its annual report, a request to the Authority with
supporting evidence documenting the additional full-time employees added above the number of
full-time employees specified in the incentive agreement [, which following review by EDA
staff, the Board will determine whether to approve the request]. Following EDA staff
acceptance of the annual report, it shall notify the Director of the Division of Taxation and
the business shall receive an increased tax credit certificate.
(f) For a project located within a Garden State Growth Zone which qualifies under the
Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 2002, c. 43 (N.J.S.A.
52:27BBB-1 et al.), or which contains a Tourism District as established pursuant to section
5 of P.L. 2011, c. 18 (N.J.S.A. 5:12-219) and regulated by the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority, and which qualifies for a tax credit pursuant to subparagraph (ii)
of subparagraphs (a) through (e) of paragraph (6) of subsection d. of section 5 of P.L. 2011,
c. 149 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246), if, in any tax period the number of full-time employees
employed by the business at the qualified business facility located within a qualified
incentive area increases above the number of full-time employees specified in the incentive
agreement such that the business shall then meet the minimum number of employees
required in subparagraphs (b), (c), (d), or (e) of paragraph (6) of subsection d. of section 5
of P.L. 2011, c. 149 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246), then the Authority shall recalculate the total tax
credit amount per full-time job by using the certified capital investment of the project
allowable under the applicable subparagraph and the number of full-time jobs certified on
the date of the recalculation and applying those numbers to subparagraphs (b), (c), (d), or
(e) of paragraph (6) of subsection d. of section 5 of P.L. 2011, c. 149 (N.J.S.A. 34:1B-246),
until the first tax period for which documentation demonstrating a reduction of the
number of full-time employees employed by the business at the qualified business facility,
at which time the tax credit amount shall be adjusted accordingly pursuant to this section.
To obtain this additional tax credit award, the business shall submit, in its annual report, a
request to the Authority with supporting evidence documenting the additional full-time
employees added above the number of full-time employees specified in the incentive
agreement. Following EDA staff acceptance of the annual report, it shall notify the
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Director of the Division of Taxation and the business shall receive an increased tax credit
certificate.
19:31-18.13 Application for tax credit transfer certificate
(a) Tax credits, upon receipt thereof by a business from the Director and the Authority, may
be transferred, by sale or assignment, in full or in part, in an amount not less than $25,000
pursuant to this section, to any other person(s) that may have a tax liability pursuant to section 5
of P.L. 1945, c. 162 (N.J.S.A. 54:10A-5), pursuant to sections 2 and 3 of P.L. 1945, c. 132
(N.J.S.A. 54:18A-2 and 54:18A-3), pursuant to section 1 of P.L. 1950, c. 231 (N.J.S.A. 17:3215), or pursuant to N.J.S.A. 17B:23-5. A business may apply to the Director of the Division of
Taxation in the Department of the Treasury and the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority for
an initial tax credit transfer covering one or more tax periods, in lieu of the business being
allowed any amount of the credit against the tax liability of the business. Such application shall
identify the specific tax credits to be transferred (amounts, tax periods), the consideration
received therefor, and the identity of the transferee. [The total amount transferred for any single
tax period shall be at least $100,000 in tax credits, provided that one transfer consisting of any
remainder that is less than $100,000, may be made in each tax period for less than $100,000].
Once approved by the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority and the Director of the Division
of Taxation, a tax credit transfer certificate shall be issued to the business, naming the transferee.
The certificate issued to the business shall include a statement waiving the business's right to
claim that amount of the credit against the taxes that the business has elected to sell or assign.
Any amount of a tax credit transfer certificate used by a purchaser or assignee against a tax
liability shall be subject to the same limitations and conditions that apply to the use of the credits
by the business that originally applied for and was allowed the credits.
(b) The initial sale or assignment of any amount of a tax credit allowed under this section
shall not be exchanged for consideration received by the business of less than 75 percent of the
transferred credit amount before considering any further discounting to present value which
shall be permitted. In order to evidence this requirement, the business shall submit to the
Authority an executed form of standard selling agreement which states that the consideration
received by the business is not less than 75 percent of the transferred credit amount before
considering any further discounting to present value which shall be permitted.
(c) – (e) (No change.)
19:31-18.16 Effect of sale or lease of qualified facilities
(a) (No change.)
(b) Unless otherwise permitted in this subchapter, [If] if a tenant subleases its tenancy in
whole or in part during the eligibility period, the new tenant shall not acquire the credit of the
sublessor, and the sublessor tenant shall forfeit all credits for the tax period of its sublease and all
subsequent tax periods.
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GROW NEW JERSEY ASSISTANCE PROGAM (GROW NJ)

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
PROJECT SUMMARY – GROW NEW JERSEY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
APPLICANT:

Subaru of America, Inc.

PROJECT LOCATION:

B1459-L9, 14, 15, 16, 17 (Block with building)
B1463-L1 (Parking Lot)
Camden City

GOVERNOR’S INITIATIVES:
(X) NJ Urban Fund
( ) Edison Innovation Fund

P40170

( ) Core

Camden County

( ) Clean Energy

APPLICANT BACKGROUND:
Subaru of America, Inc. (“SOA” or “Subaru”), founded in 1968, is the wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary of Fuji
Heavy Industries, Ltd. and is responsible for all marketing, sales, distribution and servicing of the Subaru brand
in the U.S. The company sells some of the most popular cars in the U.S. and has grown rapidly in the past three
decades. To support its U.S. efforts, the company has 15 regional and zone offices across the country and five
distribution centers. SOA’s corporate headquarters is currently split between three locations, two in Cherry Hill
and one in Pennsauken, NJ, where it houses a combined 500 full-time employees and 100 contract employees.
SOA is seeking a new corporate headquarters to relocate the existing 500 full-time employees from plus create
an additional 100 new jobs. To accommodate its headquarters consolidation and its projected growth, Subaru
has determined that it will require approximately 220,000 to 250,000 sq. ft. The company focused its search in
the Philadelphia and South Jersey areas to accomplish this goal.
In addition, if SOA were to locate in Camden, it would pursue a plan to create a state-of-the-art campus that
would include Subaru’s Service Engineering Center (“SEC”). The new 70,755 sq. ft. SEC would house SOA
technical training activities and some of SOA’s planning and parts engineering, and would operate as the
service center for most of the SOA owned company cars. The applicant has demonstrated the financial ability
to undertake the project.
MATERIAL FACTOR/NET BENEFIT:
The proposed project is located in Camden, NJ, a city that ranked 566 out of 566 municipalities in the 2007
New Jersey Municipal Revitalization Index. In recognition of Camden's inability to attract investment, in the
New Jersey Economic Opportunity Act, the Legislature declared that Camden and the other Garden State
Growth Zones presented significant challenges to development and created incentives unique to Camden and
other similarly situated Garden State Growth Zones to overcome these barriers.
The management of Subaru of America has indicated that the grant of tax credits is a material factor in the
company's decision whether or not to locate the project in Camden. The Authority is in receipt of an executed
CEO certification by Tomomi Nakamura, the CEO of Subaru of America, Inc., which states that the Grow New
Jersey award is a material factor in the company's decision to make the capital investment and locate the project
in Camden. The CEO certification also states that the application has been reviewed and the information
submitted and representations contained therein are accurate.
Staff reviewed the project and finds support for management’s assertion that the award of tax credits is a
material factor in the company’s decision to locate in Camden. If Subaru chooses the Camden option, the
company would establish a new corporate headquarters as well as a service/training center in Camden. SOA is
evaluating a number of alternative location scenarios including relocating the headquarters to Philadelphia, PA.
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This project represents a significant positive step forward for Camden’s redevelopment efforts, bringing a
corporate headquarters for a major global company, as well as its training and engineering center to the city. It
is estimated that the project would have a net benefit to the State of $168 million over the 35 year period
required by the Statute.
FINDING OF JOBS AT RISK:
The applicant has certified that the 500 New Jersey jobs listed in the application are at risk of being relocated to
Pennsylvania. This certification has allowed staff to make a finding that the award of the Grow New Jersey tax
credits is a material factor in the applicant’s decision to make a capital investment and locate in Camden.
ELIGIBILITY AND GRANT CALCULATION:
Per the Grow New Jersey statute, N.J.S.A. 34:1B-242 et seq. and the program’s rules, N.J.A.C. 19:31-18, the
applicant must:
•

Make, acquire, or lease a capital investment equal to, or greater than, the minimum capital investment,
as follows:
($/Square Foot
Minimum Capital Investment Requirements
of Gross Leasable Area)
Industrial - Rehabilitation Projects
$ 20
Industrial - New Construction Projects
$ 60
Non-Industrial – Rehabilitation Projects
$ 40
Non-Industrial – New Construction Projects
$120
Minimum capital investment amounts are reduced by 1/3 in GSGZs and in eight South Jersey
counties: Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean and Salem

•

Retain full-time jobs AND/OR create new full-time jobs in an amount equal to or greater than the
applicable minimum, as follows:
Minimum Full-Time Employment Requirements
(New / Retained Full-time Jobs)
Tech start ups and manufacturing businesses
10 / 25
Other targeted Industries
25 / 35
All other businesses/industries
35 / 50
Minimum employment numbers are reduced by 1/4 in GSGZs and in eight South Jersey counties:
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean and Salem

As a Non-Industrial – New Construction Project for all other businesses/industries in Camden County, this
project has been deemed eligible for a Grow New Jersey award based upon these criteria, outlined in the table
below:
Eligibility
Capital Investment
New Jobs
Retained Jobs

Minimum Requirement
$25,660,400
19
27

Proposed by Applicant
$117,832,868
100
500

Subaru of America, Inc.
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The Grow New Jersey Statute and the program’s rules also establish criteria for the Grant Calculation. Projects
located in Camden are eligible to receive per employee as a tax credit the total amount of capital investment for
the project divided by the number of employees, subject to the following limits, provided that the project
represents a net positive benefit to the State:

New or Retained Jobs

Capital Investment

≥35
≥70
≥100
≥150
≥250

$5,000,000
$10,000,000
$15,000,000
$20,000,000
$30,000,000

Maximum Annual Tax
Credit
$2,000,000
$3,000,000
$4,000,000
$5,000,000
Cap. Inv./10

Limit on Total Tax
Credit
$20,000,000
$30,000,000
$40,000,000
$50,000,000
Not Limited

Provided the company complies with all other program requirements, a reduction in the number of new or
retained full-time jobs indicated in the company’s annual report below the number certified in the initial CPA
certification shall proportionately reduce the amount of tax credits the company may apply against liability in
the relevant tax period. Also, if the number of new and retained full-time jobs, as indicated by the company’s
annual report, is reduced below the required number in the table above, the tax credits that the business may
take shall be subject to the annual limit corresponding to the new and retained full-time jobs.

ESTIMATED ELIGIBLE CAPITAL INVESTMENT:
NEW FULL-TIME JOBS:
RETAINED FULL-TIME JOBS:

$ 117,832,868
100
500

GROSS BENEFIT TO THE STATE (OVER 35 YEARS, PRIOR TO AWARD):
NET BENEFIT TO THE STATE (OVER 35 YEARS, NET OF AWARD):
TOTAL AMOUNT OF AWARD:
TERM:
MEDIAN WAGES:
SIZE OF PROJECT LOCATION:
STATEWIDE BASE EMPLOYMENT:
PROJECT IS: ( ) Expansion
(X) Relocation
CONSTRUCTION: (X) Yes
( ) No

$285,775,281
$167,942,413
$117,832,868
10 years
$
87,500
320,755 sq. ft.
532

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
1. Applicant has not entered into a lease, purchase contract, or otherwise committed to remain in New Jersey.
2. Applicant will make an eligible capital investment of no less than the Statutory minimum after board
approval, but no later than 3 years from Board approval.
3. No employees that are subject to a BEIP, BRRAG, legacy Grow New Jersey, Urban Transit Hub or other
NJEDA incentive program are eligible for calculating the benefit amount of the Grow New Jersey tax credit.
4. No capital investment that is subject to a BEIP, BRRAG, legacy Grow New Jersey, Urban Transit Hub or
other NJEDA incentive program is eligible to be counted toward the capital investment requirement for
Grow New Jersey.
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5. Within twelve months following approval, the applicant will submit progress information indicating that the
business has site plan approval, committed financing for, and site control of the qualified business facility.
APPROVAL REQUEST:
The Members of the Authority are asked to: 1) concur with the finding by staff that the award of the Grow New
Jersey tax credits is a material factor in the applicant’s decision to make a capital investment and locate in
Camden; 2) approve the proposed Grow New Jersey grant to encourage Subaru of America, Inc. to locate in
Camden. The recommended grant is contingent upon receipt by the Authority of evidence that the company has
met certain criteria to substantiate the recommended award. If the criteria met by the company differs from that
shown herein, the award amount and the term will be lowered to reflect the award amount that corresponds to
the actual criteria that have been met.
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER: D. Ubinger

APPROVAL OFFICER: T. Wells

BOARD MEMORANDUMS

NEWJERSEV ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AumoRirY

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Authority

FROM:

Timothy Lizura
President and Chief Operating Officer

DATE:

December 9, 2014

SUBJECT:

Incentives Delegations

Brownflelds Reimbursement Program

Request:

Expand delegations to staff under the Brownfields Reimbursement Program to assign and
transfer existing grant agreements.
It is expressly understood all other terms and conditions approved under the original Brownsfield
Reimbursement agreements will remain unchanged, and that all applicants requesting these
approvals will be subject to a cap on their grants (not to exceed 75% of the original fair estimates
of costs) and be required to complete the remediation within the timelines established by the NJ
Department of Environmental Protection’s (“NJDEP”) Site Remediation Reform Act (“SRRA”).
Approval of these delegations will provide efficiency for our customers while ensuring that
appropriate oversight and signing authority for these projects.
Background:

Beginning in July 2003, the members’ approval has been sought to delegate signing authority to
staff on a certain financing and incentive transactions to create efficiencies for our customers and
to provide fluidity to our business.
Since 2013, the delegations have been reviewed semi annually to insure that delegations
approved by the members continue to align with business objectives. It is during those review
periods that the members are asked to consider refinements/changes and/or new delegations to
support the ongoing needs of our customers.
Expand Existing Delegations:

Delegate authority to staff [Level 3: SVP or Managing Directorj to approve the transfer and
assignment of existing Brownfields grant agreements in exchange for capping the amount of the
grant and imposing time limits to complete the remediation consistent with the guidelines
adopted under the NJDEP’s LSRP program.

In 2012, SRRA set forth sweeping changes to the way in which sites are remediated in New
Jersey. SRRA established the affirmative obligation for responsible parties to remediate
contaminated sites in a timely manner and created a category of remediation professionals
known as Licensed Site Remediation professionals (LSRP), NJDEP established mandatory
remediation timeframes for the completion of key phases of site remediation, Violations of these
timeframes would result in fines, administrative orders, and judicial orders.
Projects that are subject to enforcement actions to compel remediating parties to complete the
remediation including fines, administrative order, and judicial orders shall not be eligible to
receive a reimbursement until NJDEP has indicated that the project is in compliance.
Recommendation:
Consent to expand existing delegations for the Brownfields Reimbursement Program to provide
efficiency for our customers while ensuring that appropriate oversight and signing authority
under these delegations protects our management of these accounts.
These actions will continue to be reported to the Members quarterly.

Prepared by: Lisa Petrizzi & Lisa Coane
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Board

FROM:

Timothy Lizura. President and Chief Operating Officer

DATE:

December 9. 2014

SUBJECT:

New Markets Tax Credit (“NMTC”) Loan Restructures

Request:
This memorandum is to request the Member’s concurrence to the restructure guidelines for
maturing NMTC loans discussed below.
Background:
In 2004. the U.S. government awarded a $125 million New Markets Tax Credit allocation to New
Jersey Community Development Entity (NJCDE). an affiliate of NJEDA, to promote economic
development in low-income communities throughout New Jersey. NMTCs may be used as a credit
against federal income taxes over 7 years in return for qualifying capital investments in low income
areas.
In 2005, the Members and NJCDE approved a sub-allocation of $42 million in NMTCs to create a
loan pool for commercial projects administered by NJEDA (‘Loan Pool 1”). In return for NMTCs,
U.S. Bancorp Community Development Corporation (USBCDC) provided an equity investment of
$11 million to a limited purpose entity managed by NJEDA which was supplemented by a NJEDA
loan of $31 million due January 1,2013.
In 2007, the Members and NJCDE approved another sub-allocation of $29,500,000 to create a
second loan pool (‘Loan Pool 2”). USBCDC provided an equity investment $9,204,000 to another
limited purpose entity in exchange for the tax credits which was supplemented by a NJEDA loan of
$20,296,000 due October 1, 2014.
Eight projects were funded under Loan Pools 1 and 2 for a total $71,500,000. Pursuant to NMTC
regulations, the payment terms on these loans were interest only at 3% for at least the initial 7 years
with balloon payments due at maturity. Originally, it was anticipated that all borrowers would
refinance their transactions through conventional debt.
The following table summarizes the current status of the NMTC loan portfolio (ordered by maturity
date):

Total

Borrower

Project

Amount

Maturity

Loan
Pool #

Steel Fab Realty, LLC, (Steel
manufacturer), Edison

Equipment

$10,000,000

*

1/1/2014

1

Journal Square Properties, LLC,
Jersey City,

Renovate Office Building

$4,200,000

*

10/1/2014

2

Goodmill, LLC, Miliville

New Shopping Center,

$22,500,000

9/1/2015

1

Southview, LLC, Paterson

facility

$4,277,500

9/1/2015

2

Danic Two, LLC, (Atalanta foods)
Elizabeth

Expanded Warehouse

$5,500,000

9/1/2015

2

AC Beach, Atlantic City

New Hotel

$4,200,000

4/1/2016

1

Matrix East Front Street, Trenton

New Office Building

$5,300,000

7/1/2016

1

MEPTiournal Square Urban

New mixed

Renewal, Jersey City

use/commercial project

$15,522,500

10/1/2018

2

New sub-acute nursing

$71,500,000
*

Paid-in-full

In 2013, the Members and NJCDE approved the assignment of the $42,000,000 pool loans as
satisfaction of the $31,000,000 NJEDA note due on January 1, 2013. The Members and NJCDE
will be asked to approve a similar assignment of the assets of Loan Pool 2 ($29,500,000 in loans
and cash) in satisfaction of the $20,296,000 NJEDA loan due October 1, 2014. As a result of the
assignment, NJEDA is the direct lender to these projects and responsible for servicing the acquired
loans.
Three of the existing borrowers have requested EDA to extend/restructure these loans as they come
due. Staff also anticipates that other borrowers will make similar requests as their loans become
due. Given a reduction in commercial property values and stricter commercial lending standards,
the borrowers’ ability to refinance project debt is limited.

Restructure Guidelines:
With a view to providing equitable treatment for the borrowers and managing EDA’s credit
exposure while preserving a portion of the EDA’s annual interest income needed to support
operations, staff has developed the following recommendation for restructuring NMTC loans.
These are intended to be guidelines used in evaluating Borrower requests and negotiating the
restructure and extension of the loans that are unable to repay at maturity. As the credit exposure
for each NMTC loans is significant to EDA, each restructure modification will be brought to

the Members for their consideration and approval by the Board.
Borrowers will be encouraged to work with a new or existing senior lender to refinance maturing
NMTC and senior loans, If the borrower is not able to refinance the full amount owed, EDA will
work with the Borrower to restructure the balance of the NMTC loan. Staff will also evaluate the

guarantor’s liquidity and other assets reasonably available to repay the NMTC loan.

El igi bi I itv:
Borrower has made 2 years of scheduled payments and the Borrower and senior lender has
requested FDA to extend its loan.
Amount:
Staff will seek to reduce EDA’s aggregate exposure while promoting the continued operation and
financial stability’ the project. The targeted loan amount will be $3 million which is the maximum
amount under the EDA Urban Plus loan program. However, initial repayment, if any, will be based
on the amount of senior debt each project can obtain to refinance the NMTC loan, with subsequent
principal payments as available.
Collateral:
Updated appraisals will be required at the borrower’s expense. As market values have declined, and
EDA is in subordinate collateral position, additional collateral will be sought to mitigate collateral
risk if LTV is greater than 100%.
Terms:
1) Maturity’ extensions may’ be up to the term of the senior lender’s loan, subject to 20 year
maximum: NJ FDA will also seek 5 year call options.
2) Amortization will be based on the project’s cash flow (target DSCR of I .2x or lower if
acceptable to the senior lender); Interest only will be provided as needed.
th
3) Interest rate will be fixed for 5 years. and reset each 5
year anniversary, as follows:
a. Initially, the lower of 5% (current NMTC default rate) or the interest rate on the
senior lender’s loan minus V
2 of 1% (not less than 3%).
b. The interest rate will increase by an additional 1% for each subsequent 5 year period.
Loan Fees: 1/4 of 1% of loan balance, payable at closing (ex. $7,500 on a $3,000,000 loan)
Restructuring NMTC loans will require the same credit underwriting and due diligence as new loan
approvals, including financial analysis, collateral evaluation, property searches, and a fee is needed
to compensate EDA for these costs. Under NJEDA Direct Loan program, borrowers pay
commitment and closing fees totaling 1.75% of the loan amount. However, Borrowers who are
unable to refinance their maturing NMTC loans are facing financial difficulties, and requiring them
to pay the same fees structure on these large balance loans, could be a hardship. As a result, the
lower loan fee is recommended as a concession to these borrowers.
Recommendation:
Concurrence with guidelines for management of maturing NMTC loans discussed above.

N
Prepared by: D. Weick

STATE-LOCAL GRANT AGREEMENT
HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM (CDFA#97.039)
ADVANCE ASSISTANCE
FEMA-DR-4086-NJ-005-R
This Grant Agreement (the “Agreement”) is made and entered into by, and between, the State of
New jersey, Office of Emergency Management, located at P0 Box 7068, West Trenton, New Jersey
08628 (herein referred to as the “Grantee”); and, the New Jersey Economic Development
Authority, located at 36 West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08625 (herein referred to as the
“Sub-grantee”).
This agreement will be effect for the period beginning August 25, 2014 and ending August 25,
2015.
1.

Pursuant to the provisions of section 1104 of the Sandy Recovery and Improvement Act of
2013 Advance Assistance funding is made available in advance of incurring eligible costs to
support the development of the Energy Allocation Initiative and Retail Fuel Station Initiative
under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) pursuant to the provisions of Section
404 of The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law
93-288, as amended (“The Stafford Act”).;

2.

The New Jersey Office of Emergency Management has been designated as the Grantee
to receive, administer, and disburse FEMA funds for Advance Assistance.

3.

The New Jersey Economic Development Authority is the Sub-grantee and has agreed to
utilize the Advance Assistance funds in accordance with the application submitted by the
New jersey Office of Emergency Management, which is incorporated herein by reference,
setting forth a list of activities (here referred to as “the Project”). The Sub-grantee agrees
that the sub-grant award will be utilized to hire staff to assist the Sub-grantee with program
analysis and application development.

4.

The Sub-grantee has the legal authority to accept Advanced Assistance funds and shall
provide all necessary financial and managerial resources to meet the terms and conditions of
receiving federal and state funds. The financial management system must comply with 44
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 13 and 0MB Circular A-87. The Sub-Grantee shall
adhere to 44 CFR Part 14
Administration of Grants: Audits of State and Local
Governments.
-

6.

The Sub-grantee shall use the funds solely for the approved scope of work in the Project.
Only those costs, which are allowable as defmed in 44 CFR Part 13, Part 206 and 0MB
Circular A-87, will be paid:

a.

This Grant Agreement in the amount of $1,000,000.00 (“Funds”) will serve as the
contract between the Grantee and the Sub-grantee for the purpose of the approved
Project. This grant amount represents the total Federal share of the cost of the
activities. The non-federal share required for HMGP will be captured through a
global match.

b.

No costs claimed under Advance Assistance shall be duplicated in subsequent
HMGP project applications or in the Statement Management Cost budget.

HMGP Advance Assistance EDA
Page 2

d.

Any revision, change or modification to the approved scope of work must be
submitted to Grantee and be approved by FEMA prior to implementation. Any
revision, change or modification that does not receive prior FEMA approval will
violate the conditions of the grant.

7.

The Sub-grantee shall comply with all applicable state and local ordinances, laws, regulations,
building codes and standards applicable to this Project.

8.

The Sub-grantee has read, understands, and shall comply with the State of New Jersey Single
Audit Policy for Recipients of Federal Grants, State Grants and State Aid, 44 CFR Part 14
Administration of Grants: Audits of State and Local Governments, and 0MB Circular A133.

-

9.

5t1
The Sub-grantee shall submit to the Grantee quarterly progress reports (QPR), due the I
day of the month following the end of the quarter on the following schedule:

a.

January March
April June
July— September
October December
—

—

—

10.

Due April 15
Due July 15
Due October 15
Due January 15

b.

Failure to provide the required reports will result in suspension of grant funds until
the required reports are provided and approved by the Grantee.

c.

The QPR should reflect the status and completion date for the project and any
problems or circumstances affecting the completion date, scope of work, project
costs, or which could be expected to result in noncompliance with the approved
grant conditions.

PRqJECT DESCRIPTION
The Sub-grantee shall hire staff to assist with the Retail Fuel Station Initiative in accordance
with the Sub-grantee’s contracting policies and procedures. Project description includes:
program development, FEMA application development, public outreach, customer
application development, customer application launch, customer application reviews,
training, technical assistance, memorandum of understanding development and execution,
program oversight, etc.

11.

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE EXTENSION
Should the Sub-grantee require a period of performance extension, a request must be
submitted to NJOEM at least 60 days prior to August 25, 2015. This request must include a
justification for the extension, including: a summary of all work completed and remaining; a
statement demonstrating that all work can be completed within the extension period; a
revised budget form (if applicable); copies of contracts between the Sub-grantee and third
parties for work to be performed; copies of the contract of sale; and any other material
supporting the extension.

HMGP Advance Assistance EDA
Page 3

Signatures follow on next page

HMGP Advance Assistance EDA
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HAZARD MITIGIATION GRANT PROGRAM (CFDA#97.039)
GRANT AGREEMENT

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Grant Agreement on the
day and year set forth below:

SUB-GRANTEE

-

NEW JERSEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Date

Date

Date

GRANTEE

SFC Michael Gallagher
State Hazard Mitigation Officer
Office of Emergency Management

Date

REAL ESTATE

0
#0
NEw JsEY EcoNoMc DEVELOPMENT AUTHOTY

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Authority

FROM:

Timothy J. Lizura
President and Chief Operating Officer

RE:

Selection of Feasibility Study Consultant
HealthlAgriculture and Taxation Buildings (Trenton)

DATE:

December 9, 2014

Su in mary
I am requesting the Members approval of the selection
of KSS Architects. an architectural/engineering
firm to conduct a Feasibility Study for
the Health/Agriculture and Taxation buildings in Trenton.
Backgrou n (I
In June 2014, the l3oard approved a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU”) ith the Division of’
Property Management and Construction (‘DPMC’
) to conduct a Feasibility Study for the
Health/Agriculture and Taxation buildings in Trenton
(collectively the Projcct”). totaling about
440,000 SF of space. This Study will consider the
occupancy alternatives for keeping these
departments in Trenton, and provide a recommendation
to DPMC as to whether it would be more cost
effective to renovate these buildings or to relocate their
occupants to newly constructed buildings.
newly acquired buildings, or a combination thereof.

The MOU established a Feasibility Budget in the amount
of $500,000. The budget will he funded by
the Authority and covers the Authority’s out-of-pocket
pre-construction costs associated \ ith
preparing the Feasibility Study for the Project. includ
ing but not be limited to. architectural.
engineering, planning, title, appraisal, environmental,
and other development related services
necessary to assess the existing fiacilities and alternate
sites for the proposed Project. Because it is
contemplated that DPMC may ask the Authority to finance
and construct the recommended projects, as
it has in the past with other State office buildings, the Autho
rity is willing to provide up to $500,000 up
front to pay for the consultants and services necessary to prepar
e the Study. The cost of this work will
be paid from the Authority’s unrestricted funds and was include
d in the Authority’s annual budget. If
DPMC decides to proceed with any of the options recomm
ended in the completed Feasibility Study.
the Authority will be reimbursed the cost of the Study
from bond proceeds that will fund the
renovation or construction. If DPMC decides not to procee
d with any of the options. DPMC will
reimburse the Authority one-half(l/2) of the cost of the Study.
Treasury has requested the Authority prepare this Feasibility
Study that will build on the assumptions
in the previously prepared Lammey & Giorgio facility assessm
ent reports and to recommend the most
cost effective solution for the relocation of the departments
that currently occupy these spaces. The
Study will include:
•
A
5w pc. A

An analysis of the current and future occupancy needs
for the departments of Agriculture.
Health and Taxation;
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•
•
•
•

Site Analysis/conceptual design of alternative building locations;
Investigation of the various occupancy alternatives (e.g., rehabilitate existing space,
purchase
existing space, new construction, or lease space);
Financial analysis of the occupancy alternatives (e.g.. development and operating budget
s, and
comparative analysis between the space option choices); and
Recommendation of the most cost effective occupancy choices for the State.

It is anticipated that DPMC may request the Authority to issue bonds that will be suppor
ted by a State
lease to finance the alternative(s) that are selected and to oversee the construction or renova
tion of the
facilities.
In order to advance the development of this project, the Real Estate Division issued
a publicly’
advertised Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for Architect/Engineering (A/E) service
s. This was
designated as a Set-Aside bidding opportunity lbr Small Businesses. In respon
se to the RFQ.
Qualification Statements from seven (7) A/E firms were received. The firms were
ranked in
accordance with the Authority’s policies and procedures and the recommended short
list was approved
by the Authority’s Selection Committee and DPNC. The Real Estate I)ivision issued
a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to the short list of the four (4) highest ranked A/E firms. The short
listed A/E firms
included: KSS Architects. SSP Architectural Group, JZA+D and Cornerstone Architectural
Group.
The Selection Committee and DPMC are recommending that the Board approve
the selection of the
highest ranked firm for the A/F services. The evaluation was based upon a comparative
ranking, with
an emphasis on relevant experience, based on evaluation criteria set forth in the
RFP. The A/F
rankings ranged from a high of 28 to a low of 1 3 points, with the highest ranked firm
being KSS
Architects of Princeton, New Jersey, as shown on the attached technical proposal evalua
tion matrix.
The recommended A/E selection of KSS Architects is based upon the design fee
of $255,400 plus a
contingency of $35,000. KSS Architects fee proposal, as negotiated in accordance with the
Authority’s
procurement procedures, is the lowest of the four proposed fees and was found
to be fair and
reasonable. Final approval of KSS Architects will be subject to receipt and approv
al of their
compliance documentation.
Recommendation
In summary, I am requesting the Members’ approval to enter into the Authority’s
standard form
contract with KSS Architects for design services in the amount of $255,400 plus
a contingency of
$35,000. The remaining balance of the $500,000 may include other related feasibility service
s as
noted above for these Trenton State office buildings, resulting in a contract amend
ment or change
order, which will be subject to approval of the Attorney General’s Offqg, the Chief Execut
ive Officer
and the President/Chief Operating Officer.
,

Att.
Prepared by:

Timothy J
zura
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President and Chief Operating Officer
Stephen Martorana

1

1

Cornerstone

3

3

2

3

.JZA÷D

3

(lpts -4pts)

SSP Arch tectural Group

4

-

(lptx 4pts)

KSS

Points Scoring

Firm Name

2
Sub-Consultant
Experience with similar
projects

1

Understanding of the
Project Requirements
and Scope based on
the firms proposal

2

2

3

3

(lpts -dpts)

NE Firm ey staff
member experience
with similar projects

3
5
6
7

(lpts

1

3

3

3

-

4pts)
(lpts

2

1

3

4

-

4pts)
(lpts

1

2

3

4

-

4pts)

(lpts

1

3

3

3

-

4pts

The NE Firms Project
The NE Firms
The Firms Eepeience
Independent Cost
experience ri proviaing in preparing teasibility Estimator capabilities
Approach as
architectural
presented in their
studies, and design
and experience with
Programming for
proposal, all
preparing construction
services for office
projects of a similar
design/consulting
cost estimates for
bulding protects of a
size and/or oorrrpleaity.
disciplines and
similar projects
similar size and/or
appropriate staffing are
complexity for
identified
governmental and
corporate clients

4

tlpts

2

2

2

4

-

4pts)

The NE Firms staff
capabilities and LEED
Experience as
identified in the firms
project portfolio and
staff resumes

8

New Jersey Economic Development Authority
SUMMARY SHEET
TECHNICAL PROPOSAL EVALUATION
Project Name: Trenton Taxation Building (TTB) Health Agriculture Building (HAB) Feasibility Study

13

17

22

28

32pts. Max

TOTAL PTS. SCORE

0
00
000
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Authority

FROM:

Timothy J. Lizura
President/Chief Operating Officer

RE:

Premier Education Group
The Technology Centre of New Jersey

DATE:

I)ecember 9. 2014

Summary
I am requesting the Members’ approval to (1) enter into a ten year
six month Lease Agreement
between Premier Education Group (“Premier”) and the NJ
Economic Development Authority
(“NJEDA”) to lease a 36,500 square foot building at the Techno
logy Centre of New Jersey
(‘Centre”) known as “Tech VI”; and (2) direct NJEDA’s property
management firm to perform
base building improvements to the Tech VI building at a cost not
to exceed $500.000.
Background
At the March, July and August 1996 meetings, the Members approv
ed a forty year ground lease
with EQ At North Brunsick L.P. (“EQ’) for a building shell on
a two acre site at the Centre.
EQ performed improvements to the building and leased it to
Chubb Computer Services
(“Chubb”). After several additional transactions during the years
since then, the NJEDA has
replaced EQ. leasing the ground from the Technology Centre of New
Jersey, L.L.C (“LLC”). and
subleasing the building to Chubb and subsequent entities.
The Tech VI building is a Class B office building constructed in
the 1960s, and currently in fair
condition. It was most recently occupied by Anthem Education
Institute, Inc. which declared
bankruptcy and sold its business to Premier in August, 2014. Premie
r has occupied the Tech VI
building since September 1, 2014.
Premier is a privately owned career training organization with thirty
campuses. primarily in the
northeastern United States and Florida. Staff reviewed Premier’s
financial reports fbr 2012 and
2013. and found its cash flow sufficient to cover the proposed rent.
It was determined that a
security deposit approximately equal to to months’ rent, or $90000
will be adequate.
The 126 month lease term will begin retroactive to September 1.
2014. vhich is the date of
Premier’s occupancy of the Tech VI building. Rent, which was
negotiated by the NJEDA’s
leasing brokerage firm, Jones Lang LaSalle, will begin to accrue
at the rate of Si 5 NNN per
square foot per annum at the beginning of the seventh month, or
March 1, 2015, and will
increase by 2.5% per year for the next nine years. The NJEDA
will provide a Tenant
Improvement Allowance (“TIA”) of $25 per square foot, or $912,500,
for Premier, using its own
ontract( 0
t imi
wor of the building. The sum of $40,000 will be deducted from
6
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the TIA to be credited toward the security deposit. In addition, the NJEDA will perform base
building improvements at a cost not to exceed $500,000. Premier will be offered 2-5 year
renewal options at 95% of the then current fair market rent, all with 2.5% annual increases. A
TIA of $5 per square foot will be provided during each renewal term.
After deduction of the leasing commission and the amortization of the TIA and the base building
work at 5% per annum over the term of the lease, the net rent to the NJEDA will be
approximately $10.81 per square foot per year.
Recommendation
In summary. I am requesting the Members’ approval to (1) enter into a ten year six month Lease
Agreement between Premier Education Services and the NJ Economic Development Authority
to lease the 36,500 square foot building at the Technology Centre of New Jersey known as “Tech
VI”; (2) direct the NJEDA’s property management firm to perform base building improvements
to the Tech VI building at a cost not to exceed $500,000; and (3) to execute any and all other
documents to complete these transactions on final terms acceptable to the Authority’s Chief
Executive Officer and the Attorney General’s Office.

Timothy /Lizura
President Chief Operating Officer
Attachment
Prepared by: Christine Roberts

LANDLORD:

NJ Economic Development Authority

TENANT:

Premier Education Group (‘Tenant”)

BUILDING:

651 US Route One South
Tech Six Building

LEASED PREMISES:

36,500 square foot building, plus basement

COMMENCENIENT:

U.pon execution and delivery of a mutually satisfactory
lease agreement.

TERM:

Ten years, six months beginning September 1, 2014.

RENT COMMENCEMENT:

March 1,2015.

SECURITY DEPOSIT:

Approximately two month’s rent, or $90,000. $50,000 will
be in the form of a Letter of Credit: the remaining $40,000
will be a cash deduction from the Tenant Improvement
Allowance.

BASE RENTAL RATES:

$15.00 per square foot, NNN, increased 2.5% per year

TAXES AND OPERATING

EXPENSES (CAM):

Paid by Tenant.

TENANT IMPROVEMENT

ALLOWANCE:

$25.00 per square foot

RENEWAL OPTIONS:

Two (2) live (5) year options at 95% of the then current fair
market rent with six months notice, all with 2.5% annual
increases.
Tenant will receive a Tenant Improvement Allowance of $5
per square foot for each renewal.

BROKER:

A leasing commission of 7.5% of NNN rents for the ten
year term will be paid to the NJEDA’s Real Estate Broker.
Jones Lang LaSalle. This commission is estimated at
5470.000. For any renewal options. a commission will be
due to the LLC’s Real Estate Broker of record at the time
the renewal option is exercised.
Tenant’s Broker:

Tenant has retained CBRE. Inc. as its real estate broker for
this transaction. By separate agreement, the LLC’s Real
Estate Broker will agree to pay real estate commissions
owing to CBRE, Inc. in connection with this transaction.

